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Performance
proves
this five tube

FAR-O-DYNE
to equal any set made anywhere
Plt1C:L §120.00
IN the hands of actual users, many of them inexperienced, this set
has won its place of equality with the finest five tube sets ever
made. It is equal in selectivity, in clarity and in sweetness of tone.
Your eyes will tell that in appearance it is distinctive and beautiful,
and that it is well and carefully made by real craftsmen. It is an
ornament in any surroundings.

-

2'he Super Clear -O -Dune in
a console cabinet, $190.00

-

You may pay more for a radio set
but you can't get more genuine
satisfaction.
Write for literature and the name of your dealer.
Jobbers and Dealers: A test sample will tell our story to you. Give
your customers the biggest value.

'

Clear -O-Dyne Model 7o
$ 75.0o
Clear-O -Dyne Model 71
90.00
Clear-O-Dyne Model 72 Console 135.00

t

-Va.;

CINCINNATI,QU,$.A.

_.»...
vi
1I'6
if+it
ir

;,`:

ViLUiZLI/!T/
r ,1 ;i / THE
CI.EARTONE RADIO CO.
1

Clear -O -Dyne Model 8o
$120.00
Clear -O-Dyne Model 82 Console 19o.00
Other sets from $6o.00 up.

jtk+:

THE CLEARTONE RADIO COMPANY
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The GveatestMvance
yet made in

V

4
and S

Tube sets

RADIO
Receiver

and Loud
Speaker in
Combination Cabinet
of Solid
mahogany

00

This Beautiful

Marshall 4lube 1'1

DOWN

Non-Oscillating Receiver
Complete with all accessories

particulars of this most exceptional offer. Marshall Sets embody the very latest improvements
known to radio. The wonderful new principle involved is proving the sensation of the 1924 -25 radio season. Zero
Coupling -the problem which radio engineers have been working on for years-has at last been solved. As aresult, the
Marshall has no need for neutralizing condensers or other make-shift methods of avoiding internal oscillations which invariably
reduce efficiency. The Marshall Tuned Radio Frequency Receiver brings to radio a new degree of musical quality. Its
selectivity will delight the experienced radio operator. Yet it is so easy to tune that the novice will handle it like an expert.
WRITE TODAY for full

Easy Monthly Payments-2 Weeks Free Tria l

This is the remarkable offer we are prepared to make you! Two weeks to prove that the outfit you select is everything we have said for it. If it
doesn't make good our claims, back it comes, and your deposit will be cheerfully refunded. But if it fulfills all your expectations, you may pay for
it in easy monthly installments. You don't risk a cent when ordering from us. You must be satisfied, or we don't do business. Is it any wonder that
radio buyers the country over are rushing to take advantage of such an offer? If YOU are interested, figure on getting your order in early, while
prompt shipment can be made. Everyone predicts a serious shortage of radio supplies this season. Send for full particulars today.

Beautiful Solid Mahogany Combination
Compare the beautiful Combination Cabinet, pictured above, with the usual radio box
and horn. Here the receiver and Loud Speaker are contained in a single handsome
cabinet. Or, if you prefer, we a :so have the Receiver in a separate cabinet of the
same design. These cabinets are the work of a master designer fashioned of solid
mahogany. They will harmonize with the furnishings of the finest homes. In ite
of the extra value, these Marshall sets are surprisingly low in price. Compare them
with others which sell for cash. Than remember you can order a Marshall outfit on
two weeks' free trial and pay for it on very easy terms.

-

Complete Outfits If Desired

In buying from Marshall, you have the choice of a set complete with all
accessories, or the set alone. You have choice of dry cell or storage battery
outfits. Unless you already own the accessories, you can buy them from us
at less -than -market prices, with your set, on easy terms. Your outfit will
come all ready to set up and operate within a few minutes, -saving time and
trouble and saving money, too.

-

MARSHALL RADIO PRODUCTS, INC.

Marshall Blvd. and 19th Street,

Dept.59 -87

Chicago

for Special Offer!
Send Coupon
buying a radio set this year, don't let this

If you have any idea of
chance slip by. Our terms and liberal guarantees have set a new
pace in the radio business. The low prices we will make you on
a
4, or 5 tube Marshall set will surprise you. A letter, postcard,
or just coupon will do. But send it today.
We also have a most favorable offer for radio dealers. Write.

Marshall Radio Products, Inc.

Marshall Blvd. and 19th St.. Dept. 59-57

Chicago

Please send me your special offer price terms and full description of Marshall Radio
Outfits 1 hough I may change my mind on receiving your proposition. my preference now is for a:
4

tube

S

tube

(Please cheek)

Name

Addres,
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A Quality Reflex
One Stage of RF, Crystal Detector, One AF Reflexed Stage and Straight AF Stage Used -Fine
Signal Quality and Good DX Marks Loudspeaker Reception

BACK VIEW of the 2 -tube loud speaker set, consisting of a stage of RF, crystal detector, a stage of AF reflexed in the first tube, and a stage of straight
AF. The audio-frequency transformer at right is the high -ratio one, for the first AF stage, the one reflexed. The disposition of the parts is portrayed in
the photo. The radio-frequency transformer used in the aerial circuit is omitted, to afford a dear view of the back of the variable condenser (at right).
The honeycomb coil at bottom of the variable condenser at left is for the tuned impedance RF. As it tunes the plate to resonance with the aerial, it supplies regeneration through the capacity of the tube elements. The socket at left is for the second audio stage, the one at right for the reflexed radio-first
audio stages. The aerial binding post is seen at right, top. The binding posts are panel mounted, but instead a terminal strip may be placed on the baseboard. This set produces good signal quality, is selective and is pretty good at DX. The laboratory set used only one jack, as no earphone use was intended.
To use earphones, follow the circuit diagram (Fig. 3).

By Milton Hirsch
WITH the advent of the reflex principle the problem of expense in constructing a set was con-

siderably minimized, for it showed the way to
making a tube do double duty. To date, however,
there has been one big drawback to the reflex. It has
proven rather difficult to get some of the circuits
working properly. When you ask an experimenter
how his reflex set is working, he may say: "It isn't reflexing." The set I shall describe certainly will reflex,
and do so very well indeed, if directions are followed.
To lessen the difficulties in getting the set to operate, without decreasing its efficiency, it is recommended that the constructor use the parts adapted by the
writer in the construction of the original set, and with

which satisfactory results were obtained. Of course,
other parts may be used, but the degree of satisfaction
obtained will depend on how good the parts are and
how carefully the user assembles them.

Tuning System
Two tubes are employed.

One of them functions as

the other
acts as a straight audio amplifier. The tuning units
consist of two coils of wire wound on one bakelite tubing, another coil of wire wound similarly on another
tubing and two variable condensers. The second coil
of wire is shunted by one of the variable condensers
and is used as a tuned radio-frequency transformer.
Those who at present own reflex sets have probably
learned that in a majority of cases the antenna circuit
a combined radio and audio amplifier while
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Panel of Quality Reflex
does not tune sharply enough. In this particular set,
to correct this fault, we have employed an aperiodic

primary. This increases the selectivity without adding
to the number of controls. To further increase selectivity we have employed a means by which the radio frequency stage may be brought into resonance with
the antenna circuit. This is tuned impedance coupling,
one of the most efficient methods of coupling.
The tuning of the plate circuit by
the use of this impedance coil causes
a transfer of energy from plate to
grid in the radio -frequency stage,
the current being passed from one
element of the tube to another. The
result is that the signals are gratifyingly strong, thus overcoming the
objection of volume loss that is a
frequent comment by newcomers in
radio when comparing tube and
crystal reception. Nothing cornpares with the quality of tone resulting from crystal rectification
certainly not the phonograph, and
probably the crystal result is as natural as pure telephonic transmission by land wires. This fascination
impels many to use crystal rectifition, and if only the volume is PANEL (Fig. 2) of the
made sufficient the result is' great.

the condensers. If no template accompanies the instrument, mark the mounting screws with some whiting and place the centre shaft through its assigned hole.
Then press the condenser mounting screws against the
panel. This will give you a satisfactory means of determining their location.
Other parts of the set should now be mounted to the
baseboard, particular care being taken to mount them

-

quality reflex. The binding posts are designatedy also the identities
variable condensers.

of

the

so that all connections will be as short as possible.
Detector
For those who do not wish to mòunt the binding
I used a fixed crystal detector, as results therewith posts on the panel it is suggested that they mount
were perfectly satisfactory.
them on a small shelf /x7", which in turn is mounted
on the baseboard. If two screws about three inches
Assembly
long are used, the shelf will be raised off the baseboard.
On a baseboard are mounted the transformers, sockPreparing Honeycomb Coil
ets, crystal detector and a small hard rubber shelf, on
which are mounted the binding posts for battery, aerial
Next wind ten turns on top of the honeycomb coil.
and ground, to preserve neatness.
Do not fail to have the extra ten turns go in the same
A desirable feature in the tuning of this set is its direction as those on the honeycomb proper. The end
similarity to the method employed in operating a of the honeycomb, which is on top, should point in the
Neutrodyne, but in the present set there are only two same direction as the end of the 10 -turn primary.
tuning controls, and if they are properly set their readAfter having wound the ten turns, secure them with
ings for any station will be practically synchronized.
a little sealing wax, which might be obtained from the
Due to the sensitivity and extreme selectivity of the top of an old B battery. The honeycomb
has now
set it is possible to tune in distant stations while the been "transformed" into a fixed coupler coil
and it is all
locals are in operation.
ready for mounting.
To do this, take a piece of soft brass (of the thin
Laying Out the Panel
variety) about 2" wide and 4" long. Cut this in half,
The first step is to lay out the panel for mounting so that you have two pieces of brass 1" wide and 4"
the condensers, rheostat, phone jack and bezel. Di- long. Now,
in from each end drill a hole that will
vide the width of the panel in half and draw a line from accommodate an 8/32 screw.
Remove the small nuts
top to bottom. At a point 3" up from the bottom on on the back of the variable condenser
hold the
this center line, with a center punch, mark the location pieces in place. Place one end of one that
the
4"
of
for the shaft of the rheostat. Most of the rheostats over one of the screws from which the nut has juststrips
been
are accompanied by a template. With the aid of this, removed. Tighten up the nut. Now slip on the honeyand using the point just marked on the panel as a guide, comb fixed coupler so that it will be at an angle simthe location of the holes for the supporting screws of ilar to that adopted for Neutroformers. Remove the
the rheostat may be located. After marking these, other nut holding the condenser end plates and slip
the
drill the holes, the size of which can be determined by other holes in the same brass strip over the screw.
the size of the screw to be used ; or, if a template ac- Again tighten the nut. The coil ought to be held
companies the instrument, the screw size will be found firmly in place. The operation should be repeated
for
next to the corresponding holes.
the other coil, save that no extra turns are wound on
With the rheostat mounted, the next step will be to it.
mark a point rn this same center line 1%" up from the
With all parts mounted, next
to mount the
bottom. Here will be placed the phone jack. Again, baseboard to the panel by means proceed
of two small brackets
on the same center line, but 1/" down from the top, or with three small screws evenly spaced across
the
inscribe a point for locating the bezel.
panel, about
from the bottom.
The two condensers are mounted 3" in from each
side of the panel and 3/" up from the bottom. After
Operating Instructions
determining the location of the center shaft of the inNow for the operation of the set. Place the two
strument with the aid of a template, proceed to lay out tubes in their sockets and hook up the
A battery. Turn
the position of the other holes necessary for mounting on the rheostat and if the tubes light connect
the B bat-

/"

/"
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How to Wire Hirsch's Set
_

An

Good

11111,

40.

Efficient

Volume

IN»

Reflex

on

of

Speaker

Rich
Tone

A.
CIRCUIT DIAGRAM (Fig. 3) of the
honeycomb coil. L3 is a 50 -turn HC
hence regenerative RF is employed.
should be connected also to the A

-,

quality reflex. L is the 10-turn primary wound on 12, a SO-turn
coil, constituting tuned impedance RF, used in the plate circuit,
The F post of the second audio-frequency transformer (at right)
as well as to the ground, though this is not shown in diagram.

teries. To determine whether the set is now ready for
tuning in the stations, tap the tubes lightly and if they
ring it is an indication that you can safely proceed.
The dials of the condensers should be set at 0° when
the plates are entirely unmeshed. If this is done, the
operator will find that the dials will read practically the
same for any station. If at first results are not obtained, try reversing the primary and secondary connections of both transformers. You may also find that
better results are obtained with the two small fixed
condensers removed.
On the first tryout of this set, after having tuned in
a station on 360 meters, I was able to tune in stations
on 326, 327 and 380 meters respectively with the vernier of the antenna condenser without any one station
interfering with the other and with almost phonograph
volume from the loudspeaker. At another time while
stations on 405, 455, and 492 meters were on the air,
stations on 448 and 509 meters were tuned in with
great volume and without any interference from other
stations.
Once the local stations have been logged it will be
an easy matter to bring in the distant ones.
.

LIST OF PARTS
One Erla bezel.
Two tubes, 201A or 301A.
Two variable condensers, % lb. No. 20 DCC wire.
vernier, .0005 mid. (normally One 6 -volt storage A battery.
23 plates).
Two Acme AF transform- One fixed crystal detector.
One panel 7x14 ".
ers, high and low ratio.
Two honeycomb coils, 50 One baseboard, 7x13 ".
Two Federal sockets.
turns each, unmounted.
Two fixed condensers, .001
cap.
One single- circuit jack.
One double - circuit jack.
Screws for mounting trans- One Amsco rheostat.
formers, two long screws with 90 volts B battery.
nuts to mount the strip on
which are to be mounted the
binding posts; brass strip;
100 feet 8- strand aerial wire; Six Eby binding posts.
50 feet No. 14 insulated lead - One cabinet to fit.
in wire; connecting wire, One piece of hard rubber,
6x7 ".
solder, lugs.

Wiring Directions
Connect the A+ direct to the F+ posts of the
two sockets. Connect the A- to one terminal of the
rheostat, R, the other side of the rheostat going to
and
posts on the two sockets. The
each of the
ground are connected and this same lead goes to the
F or S2 posts on each of the two audio- frequency transformers. One of these transformer F connections is
not shown in the diagram, Fig. 3. The +45 post of
one B battery is joined to the -45 post of the other
and the unconnected remaining B- goes to the A+.
This completes the A battery wiring.
1.

F-

F-

from

2 Tubes

2. Connect the aerial to the beginning of the coil L,
the 10 -turn primary, and the end to the common ground
and A- lead. The beginning of a honeycomb coil
emerges from under the winding; the end is on top.
The end of the primary therefore is the terminal pointing in the same direction as the end of the honeycomb
(secondary).
3. Connect the beginning of L2 (a) to the stator
plates of the variable condenser, Cl, and (b) to the
grid of the first tube, the one at left in Fig. 1. The
end of L2 goes (a) to the rotor plates of Cl and (b)
to the grid post of the first AFT, the cne at right in
Fig. 1. The fixed condenser C2 is placed on this transformer, one side to the F or S2 post, the other side to
the G or S1 post.
4. One side of the coil L3, 50 -turn honeycomb, preferably the beginning, goes (a) to the plate of the first
tube, at left in Figs. 1 and 3, (b) to one side of the
variable condenser, C3, and (c) to the P or P1 post of
the first AFT. The other end of the coil goes (a) to
the other side of C3, (b) to one of the outside leaves of
the jack, J, (at left) and (c) to one side of the crystal.
Connect this lead to the frame or right angle of the
jack. If the circuit diagram is followed, there will be
two jacks, one (J, at left), for the detector and the
other (J, at right) for the second AF stage. If no earphone use is desired, omit the first jack, as was done
in the laboratory set, as shown in Fig. 2. In that case
the end of L3 goes direct to one side of the crystal.
Now connect one side of the fixed condenser C4 to this
same lead (the end of the plate coil) and the other side
The remaining free side of the crystal
of C4 to A
goes to the B or P2 post of the first AFT. Connect the
remaining outside spring of the jack to B+ 90 volts.
The inside spring that makes contact with the frame
of the jack goes to the P or Pl post of the second AFT
and the last spring goes to the P2 or B post of this
AFT. The G or S1 post of the AFT goes to the grid
of the second tube. The F or S2 post already has been
connected to
and ground. The plate of the last
tube goes to the frame of the remaining jack and the
other side of the jack to B+ 90 volts.

-.

F-

Cite Your Results
In Building Sets
[Those who construct any circuit or unit from data in
RADIO WORLD are requested to write to Results Editor.
RADIO WORLD, 1493 Broadway, New York City, and state

how they fared. When possible give the trade names of the
parts you use, or the manufacturers' names. Results letters
will be published, including trouble- shooting letters. Readers may include questions in the came letter. The questions
will be answered in the Radio University Department.]
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When Trouble Troubles You
Expert Guidance for Making Your Set Work Best

-11111

!III

1, wiring diagram of a Neutrodyne, LIL2, L3 L4 and L5I6 are the Neutroformers. The variable
condensers are C2, C4 and C6, and Cl and C3
the neutralizing condensera. Note that the detector has a grid bias, as well as the amplifiers. The author has maintained that it is better not
to bias the detector.

FIG.

By Charles H. M. White
Consulting Engineer

TROUBLE-SHOOTING in any type of work depends solely on systematic methods, the sys-

tematic elimination of probable defects in a
scientific manner until the real cause or seat of the
trouble has been found. This is the first law of troubleshooting and little will be gained if it is ignored. Hasty
here- and-there search generally results in failure. If
your radio receiver does not work there is a definite
reason and there is nothing mysterious about it. Abandon the idea of mystery from the start. A great deal
of success in finding trouble depends upon your attitude as well as your methods.
For ease of treatment I am dividing all vacuum tube
receivers into four general types
1.
Regenerative.
2. Radio -Frequency and Neutrodyne.
3. Super- Heterodyne.
4. Reflex.
General Tests
Regardless of your style of receiver there are two
things which must be tested first before you look for
trouble in the wiring and parts the batteries and the
tubes. All B batteries should be carefully tested with
a voltmeter for voltage. A 45 -volt block of batteries
that reads below 35 volts is likely to produce noises
similar to atmospheric static. Likewise, a 22/ -volt
block should not read lower than 18 volts. In addition
to noise, weak B batteries greatly cut down the sensitivity of any style of receiver. A marked inability to
get distance clearly and distinctly is one of the outstanding results of B battery depletion.
If your receiver uses C batteries as well these should
be tested for voltage. The normal working voltage
should be 1.5 volts per cell. If the C battery voltage
is far below this value the battery is more of a detriment than an aid. In some receivers serious howling
in the audio -frequency amplifier is caused by the failing
voltage of the biasing C battery. Dry cell A batteries
are the cause of a great deal of trouble with some
radio outfits. A voltage test means little here. Dry
cells for this type of work should be tested with a small
pocket ammeter which reads 0 -30 amperes. A fresh dry
cell will move the needle pointer past the 30 amp. point,
whereas a weak battery will yield less than 18 amperes.
Do not allow the ammeter to stay on the dry cell more
than a fraction of a second -just enough to determine
the reading approximately-since this test rapidly exx:

;

hausts the cell if continued. If a storage A battery be
used the voltage test is also worthless. A hydrometer
should be used. A reading 1300 indicates excellent
condition,, full charge ; 1200 means O. K. at present but
on the downward trend ; 1100, completely discharged.
In a few batteries 1250 is maximum, however. When
a battery is charged fully or completely discharged it
is likely to become notsy. The best radio condition for
a storage battery is with the hydrometer reading of
1200 approximately, because in this condition the voltage is steadier. Storage B batteries are treated and
tested in the same manner as storage A batteries.
Buy the necessary instruments or hydrometer to test
your A and B Batteries. They are well worth the price.
The next genral test is that of the tubes. This test
is more difficult. Very often a tube will light and even
operate with a fair degree of success and still be defective or growing more defective each day. The simplest
way to test tubes is to try them out in a neighbor's set
and try his in your set. The chances are both of you
will not have defective tubes. Certain types of circuits
demand utmost energy from a vacuum tube and soon
run the vitality out of it.
Regenerative Receivers
Determine if the detector tube will oscillate. Place
the earphones on and touch the grid terminal at the
tube socket with varying degrees of tickler or feed -back
adjupstment. If it is found that the tube does not oscillate, that is, no click is heard in the phones when the
moistened finger touches the grid at some one particular adjustment, then the circuit is dead. A regenerative
circuit must ocillate to be successful. If, however, a
continued hum is heard in the phones, whether the
finger touches the grid or not, you can rest assured that
there is an open circuit. Perhaps it is a soldered connection that has come loose, or a phone plug or jack
that has worn and become faulty. Maybe the tube
socket springs have lost heir "life" and become loose.
Reverse the tickler connection and at the same time
check up on the battery connections and see if the right
polarity has been followed in hooking the battery to
the receiver. Test out your grid condenser with a dry
cell and note if you get a spark when it is connected
across the battery and the circuit is broken. Some regenerative receivers are extremely critical on grid leak
adjustment. Try another size grid leak or another grid
condenser. Remove and change the size of the bypass
condenser across your phones or input stage of audio frequency transformer. If the tube oscillates at every
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Tips on Righting All Receivers
adjustment and it is impossible to make it stop oscillating, generally a removal of the phone bypass condenser
will solve the problem, or, if it does not, the shorting
of a few turns on the tickler coil, if the circuit uses a
tickler coil. As a last resort a potentiometer placed
in the filament -grid circuit will effectively control oscillation.
Radio- frequency and Neutrodyne Receivers
Be sure that your batteries and tubes are in good
condition. These circuits are critical and often will not
work satisfactorily if the B batteries drop too low.
If the tubes and batteries are all right, then inspect
for loose or open connections, which can be generally
detected by a steady hum in the phones. A burnt -out
potentiometer or a crossed connection are common
trouble sources. It often happens that one of the radiofrequency transformers has developed a short circuit or
an open connection. A Neutrodyne will develop trouble
if the Neutrodons slip adjustments. The best method
to adjust a Neutrodyne is with a radio -frequency buzzer which has a period or wave length within the wave
range of the receiver. Do not use the same common
battery for the receiver tubes and the buzzer at the
same time. Turn off or remove the first RF tube from
the set, tune the last two condenser dials until maximum response is heard in the earphones. Then adjust
the Neutrodon until maximum response is heard. Now
place the first RF tube back in the set, tune the first
condenser dial to the buzzer note and then adjust the
other Neutrodon. Often it is better to start adjusing
with the detector and then take the second RF tube and
last the first RF tube, to avoid adjusting two Neutrodons and then one Neutrodon. In each adjustment a
condenser dial is first tuned and then the neutralizing
capacity is arranged to the best possible position.

Super-Heterodyne Receivers
The Super-Het is no more than a combination of a
regenerator, or rather an oscillator, and a radio -frequency receive:. The first tube of the receiver must
oscillate or no results will be had. Test for oscillation
and apply the cures suggested for regenerators. The
radio -frequency side can be tested just the same as a
radio -frequency receiver. Most of the Super -Hets
using UV199 or C299 tubes should be inspected for
the contact points in their sockets and the condition
of their tubes. Burning these tubes too high means
serious damage to the filament life.
Reflex Circuits
Generally when a reflex circuit loses its pep and
the batteries and tubes still prove to be in good condition it will be found that a short or open circuit has
developed in either one of the radio-frequency or audioA 2 -TUBE reflex
(Fig. 2), which employs two stages of
radio -frequency amplification and two of
audio, with a crystal
detector. In bunting
the cause of trouble,
look to the RF and
AF transformers for
short or open circuits.
The last RF transformer in this circuit
fa of the fixed or ao"untunedr'
ca l le d
type. The primary of
the tuned RFT, used
in the aerial circuit,
bas 1S turns of No.
22 double cotton -covered wire, while the
primary of the next
tuned RFT has 15
turns. Both secondaries have 54 turns.
This is the Inverse
duplex system.

IST-S'

jsYT

frequency transformers. The short circuit results in
decrease in sensitivity and increase in noise. A loose
connection or poorly soldered and corroded connection
causes a similar result. Unless very high grade mateials are used, reflex circuits have a tendency to depreciate due to high voltage surges. Do not try to get
full volume from local stations, since this only sets
General Summary
The following is a list of defects which may hinder
or completely destroy the efficiency of reception in
any style of radio receiver:
Faulty A or B batteries, including discharged
storage or depleted dry cell batteries.
1,
Faulty vacuum tubes. Tubes can light and still
lack the necessary electron emission to perform
satisfactorily.
3A loose or poorly soldered connection. Soldered
, connections are often subject to corrosion, thereby setting up a battery action within the wiring of the
receiver. This will cause gritting or static -like noises,
more or less continuous.
Worn or defective phone jacks or plugs. Cheap
radio jacks often lack the proper contact making
surfaces. A little use soon wears the same to such a
degree that an imperfect electrical connection results.
From all external appearance the contact may appear
to be satisfactory.
Audio -frequency transformers may develop noises
, due to open circuits and short circuits between
turns. The open circuits can be discovered with a dry
cell and a wire by shorting the winding at the terminals
to see if a spark is obtained. The short circuit can be
discovered only by substituting another transformer
to see if conditions are altered.
An open circuit in a variometer or other tuning
,
inductance. This can be detected by the same
means as for detecting an open in an audio- transformer.
A short circuit in a variable air condenser. Metallic dust or mechanical injury may cause the
plates of a condenser to touch at certain points. This
will set up noises at certain points on the condenser
setting. Carefully inspect the plates at all adjustments and apply a dry cell across the terminals of the
condenser at the same time to see if any sparks are
noticed as the movable plates are turned.
Demagnetization of the field coils of a loudspeaker
,
or pair of phones due to connection in the circuit
without regard to polarity of the B battery. The
stripped terminal cord of a pair of phones or loudspeaker denotes the side nearest positive B. In a
similar way all fixed radio- frequency transformers are
to be protected against this trouble by connecting as
marked on the case of each.
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GREAT CARE
must be exercised In
the construction of
any reflex, especially
one that uses two
tubes or more and
reflexes all of them.
Interaction between
coils must be avoided, also coupling between the two audio
transformers and between coils and the
AFT. The disposition of the parts in
a troublesome reflex
may have to be
changed to effectuate
these safeguards. The
values of the fixed
condensers have to be
just right for best
results. There are
several critical points
about a reflex like
this.
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Morsels for Experimenters
Emergencies and Short Cuts Revealed by an Expert

What Makes Waves
Travel Distance
Eliminating Distortion
THE
greater
pressure
from Loud Speaker
By

Jay Lewis Cermack

DISTORT1ON in a loud speaker, if not traceable
to the wiring of the audio -frequency unit or its
transformers, may be reduced to a minimum
by facing the loud speaker to the wall of the room at
a distance of about six inches. This distance varies
with the type of loud speaker to be used and can be
determined only by experiment. Of course, adjusting
the diaphragm of the loud speaker unit may help, but
there are loud speakers in which the diaphragm cannot
be adjusted. If the transformers are at fault, distortion may be eliminated almost entirely by shunting
.001 or .002 fixed condensers across the primaries,
across the secondaries, or across both primaries and
secondaries. A .005 fixed condenser in series with the
G post of the transformer and the ground terminal
may also help. One of these combinations is right
for your particular unit and this combination, of course,
must also be determined by experiment. Reduction
of the B battery voltage will help reduce distortion.
*

*

*

Crystal Used Instead
of a Grid Leak
GRID leaks play an important part in the construction and operation of most regenerative
sets. An ordinary crystal dectector of either
the double -mineral or the cat -whisker type may be
used in place of the usual grid leak. A good mineral,
when properly adjusted, will work wonders on DX.
-

*

*

*

Pepping Up Aluminum
Aerial `Coppering'
WHEN an aluminum aerial is used its efficiency
may be increased by coating the wire with
copper. This is done by wetting some copper
sulphate crystals and rubbing them briskly on the surface of the wire with a piece of cheese cloth. Thus the
efficiency of copper and the lightness of aluminum may
be combined.
*

*

*

Shunted Condenser
Aids B Battery
BATTERY when old is likely to cause jumpy
reception of signals and a good deal of "fading."
It is at times impossible for the BCL to obtain a new battery. A fixed condenser of from anywhere .001 to .006 mfd. capacity shunted across the
terminal of the B -vill cause the battery to perk up.
AB

more amperes in the aerial circuit and the
in volts between the aerial
the
and ground the more powerful will be the waves
set up and the longer the distance over which they
spread. The weather and territory over which the
waves travel are factors to be considered. Hertzian
waves travel further over water than over land because
there are fewer objects, such as buildings and trees, to
absorb the energy. Sensitiveness of the receiving set
is also important.
*

*

*

Tips on Wire for
Ground Connections
IF

copper, the ground wire should not be smaller
than No. 14 and if copper -clad not smaller than
No. 17. Run the wire as directly as possible to
the ground. Gas pipes should never be used as the
ground, because static or electric sparks are likely to
jump about and ignite the gas. The cold -water pipe
or radiator generally serves well as ground contacts.
The cold -water pipe is to be preferred because it has
fewer joints and leads more directly to the earth.
*

*

*

Chemical Heat
Used for Soldering
HEN there is soldering to be done and no consistent source of intense heat is available the
use of a few tablets of the drug Utropin, obtainable for a few cents from any druggist, will solve
this problem. One of the tablets is started with a
match, a very intense and hot flame resulting and lasting for two or three minutes. Soldering may be done
without the use of an iron.

Run Wires
Under the Cabinet
a radio set is so built that the connection binding
posts are arranged along the bottom edge of the
panel, it is a good idea to raise the cabinet an inch
or so above the table by means of small rubber plugs.
The wires leading to the posts can then be run beneath
the cabinet and out from the back, thus keeping them
out of sight.

IF

Go to Bed for Aerial
In an Emergency
FIyou are entertaining your friends with a simple
regenerative 3 -tube set and a sudden gust of wind
blows your aerial down, ruining the concert, run
a lead -wire from the bedspring of the nearest bed and
use that as an aerial.
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How Oscilliators Function
J.
Anderson
By

E.

are many types of vacuum tube oscillators in common
THERE
use for radio and other purposes. They are used for oscillating wave meters, heterodynes, Super -Heterodynes, bridge measurements, and for many other purposes. A few of the more common
types of oscillators used for radio reception and transmission are
shown herewith.
The design accompanying each of the oscillators is based on the
supposition that the desired frequency of the oscillations is from
550 to 1,350 kilocycles, the broadcasting frequency range.
The simplest of all oscillators is the standard Hartley circuit,
Fig. 1. It consists of a single vacuum tube, an A battery, a B
battery, a C battery (E), a rheostat (R), and a tuned circuit comprising an inductance coil L and a variable condenser C. Part of
the inductance coil is in the plate circuit and part in the grid circuit,
thus giving the necessary reaction to produce oscillations.
The value of the inductance may be 200 microhenries and the
value of the condenser .0005 microfarad. The coil should be tapped
at a point between the middle and two- thirds from the plate end.
Fifty turns of No. 24 double cotton covered wire on a bakelite tube
3" in diameter will give approximately the right value of inductance.
This circuit is not suitable for use in a Super -Heterodyne or
other circuit where a common plate battery is used on account of
the negative return lead. If so used the plate currents of all the
other tubes in the receiver would pass through part cf the coil L,
and this would constitute an undesirable coupling. It is, however,
suitable for an independent heterodyne, where separate batteries are
used, for an oscillating wave meter, or as a source of high frequency oscillations, where no great constancy of frequency or purity
of the wave is required. It is excellent for use when harmonics of
the fundamental are desired.
What may be considered as a modification of the Hartley circuit
is shown in Fig. 2. This is so arranged that it may be used in conjunction with other tubes in a complex circuit on common batteries.
It is frequently used as the source of high frequency oscillations in
a Super- Heterodyne receiver. It contains the same elements as the
standard Hartley shown in Fig. 1, and, in addition, it has the condenser Co. This condenser, which is in series with the tuning
condenser C, is used to complete the tuned circuit. Its value must
be so large that it does not appreciably affect the natural frequency
of the tuned circuit, as determined by condenser C and the inductance of L, and L,. It should be a good grade mica dielectric
instrument, having a value of .005 microfarad or more.
The inductance in the tuned circuit is obtained from the two coils
L, and L :. The sum of these two inductances should be equal to
the inductance of coil L in Fig. 1. They may be wound in the same
manner as that coil; but, instead of bringing out a tap near the
middle, the wire is cut and the two leads brought out, one of which
is connected to the plus side of the B and the other to the minus
side of the Ç battery. The condenser Co is used to bridge the gap,
or to by -pass the high frequency current across the batteries. C
should be a .0005 microfarad variable condenser.
Still another modification of the Hartley is shown in Fig. 3. This
has also been arranged so that it may be used on common batteries
in conjunction with other tubes in a complex circuit. It comprises
essentially the same number of elements as the preceding circuit
except that a grid leak resistance is used in place of a grid battery.
The condenser C. is now used for preventing the high voltage of
the plate battery from reaching the grid. Its value may be about
.001 microfarad, and it should be a good mica dielectric condenser.
The values of C and L are the same as the corresponding parts in
Fig. 1. The grid leak R. should be about 12,000 ohms.
This is one of the most satisfactory oscillators for Super- Heterodyne circuits.
Fig. 4 illustrates a simple type of oscillator used very often in
heterodynes and Super- Heterodynes, as well as for other purposes.
It is the ordinary tickler regenerative circuit with tuned grid. It
may be used with other tubes on common batteries. The oscillating
coil L, may consist of about 50 turns of No. 24 double cotton
covered wire on a bakelite tube 3" in diameter, and the tickler L,
may consist of about 40 turns of the same size wire on the same
tube. The two coils should be wound with a separation of about
one -fourth inch. Either the plate and grid terminals of the coils
may be adjacent, or the grid battery and the plate battery terminals
may be. The latter connection is the preferred, although the drawing indicates the other for convenience. The condenser should be
a 23 -plate variable; that is, one having a maximum capacity of

microfarad.
The Meissner circuit, shown in Fig. 5, is usually considered as
one of the three fundamental types of oscillator, but it closely
resembles the Hartley circuit. In the Meissner oscillator the tuned
circuit is coupled electro- magnetically to both the plate circuit and
the grid circuit ; that is, mutual inductance is used in place of direct
coupling. This possesses advantages in that the tuned circuit is not
so greatly affected by changes in the plate and filament batteries
and by changes in the load on the tube. This is especially true
.0005
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7

THE SIMPLEST oscillator is the
Hartley circuit (Fig. 1), part of

the inductance being in the grid
circuit and part in the plate. A
modification (Fig. 2) permits the
use of the oscillator in the SuperHeterodyne. A grid leak resistance is used instead of a grid
battery in the same circuits (Fig.
3). A common type used in Super Heterodynes is shown in Fig. 4.
The Meissner circuit (Fig. 5) is
regarded as one of the three
fundamental types of oscillator,
but it is much like the Hartley
circuit.
The third fundamental
circuit Is the Colpitts (Fig. 6), using electrostatic coupling. An arrangement
enabling variation of coupling, often deemed desirable, is shown in Fig. 7.

when the coupling between the plate circuit and the grid circuit is
loose, a condition which may readily be obtained. Hence this circuit
is capable of giving a constant frequency and pure wave form. It
is therefore suitable for purposes where freedom from harmonics
and a definite frequency are desirable. It is often used in oscillating
wave meters. It may also be used with other tubes on common

batteries.
There is one disadvantage, however. If a single coil is used in
the tuned circuit coil L, will induce an electromotive force in that
coil, and the current thus set up will induce an electromotive force
in L,. But L, will induce an electromotive force directly in L,.
These two electromotive forces oppose each other in the grid circuit
of the tube, one tending to maintain oscillations and the other to
stop them. The result is that the circuit will not oscillate readily;
and, when it does, its frequency is not that which should be expected
from the values of the condenser and the inductance coil in the
tuned circuit. To overcome this difficulty two sets of coils are
used, and these are placed at right angles to each other so that there
is no mutual inductance between them.
The sum of the inductances of the two coils L, and L. should be
(Concluded on next page)
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Super -Power

(Kadel & Herbert)
NO, it's not an 8 -tube Perplexodyne, neither is it a set that heard
It is simply a little audio-frequency amplifier. Try it on your S -tube Mars!
trodyne receiver and the neighbors will get up a petition to give you Neu
free
lodging for an unlimited period. This AF amplifier
was
built
by
Paul
de
Kilduchevsky, a New Yorker, who desires his set to be heard above the
raucous traffic noises. Eight power tubes are used. The first stage has
two tubes in parallel, the second three tubes in parallel and the third
also
three tubes in parallel. This permits great amplification without overloading
or distortion. By means of change -over switches only one tube per
stage
may be used. The variable condensers are used across the transformers to
regulate the tone. From this amplifier the builder gets greater volume than
anybody who has heard it ever encountered before from a home -made set.
As volume ranks next to DX in the qualities most desired from a set by the
majority of fans, this receiver should prove popular.
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Mapes' Outfit

THE RADIO REFUGE rendezvous of Col. S. H. Mapes, well known in the
radio world, showing bis elaborate experimental layout. (Kadel & Herbert)

A Study of Oscillator Circuits
(Concluded from preceding page)

equal to the inductance of the single coil used in Fig. 1. Each may
consist of 35 turns of No. 24 double cotton covered wire, wound on
bakelite tubes 3" in diameter. L2 may consist of about 20 turns of
the same kind of wire and wound on the same tube as L3. L, may
consist of about 50 turns of wire on the same tube as L . The same
size or finer wire may be used for this coil. If desired the coupling
between L, and L. may be made variable.
The third fundamental type of oscillator is the Colpitts circuit,
which uses electrostatic coupling between the grid and plate circuits
to obtain oscillation. A practical circuit of this type is shown in
Fig. 6. The oscillating circuit comprises the inductance coil L, and
the two condensers C, and C2. The former condenser is in the grid
circuit and the latter in the plate circuit. Either of these condensers,
or both of them, may be variable in order that the frequency of
the oscillator and the coupling between the grid and plate circuits
may be changed.
C. is a blocking condenser, which prevents the plate voltage from
reaching the grid. It should be a mica dielectric condenser of .001
microfarad capacity. R. is a grid leak of approximately 12,000
ohms. L, is a high frequency choke coil, which may be a 150 -turn,
duo-lateral coil or its equivalent. This coil prevents the high frequency current in the plate circuit from short -circuiting through the
plate battery.
The disadvantage of this type of oscillator is that, whenever the
frequency is changed by varying the condenser C,, the coupling is
also changed; so that, for certain settings of that condenser, there
may not be enough feed -back to maintain oscillations. This requires
that the coupling be changed by also changing condenser C2. This
difficulty may be overcome by leaving the two condensers at the
most suitable adjustment and by varying the frequency by changing
the value of the inductance coil L,, which may then be a variometer.
The Colpitts type of oscillator is used frequehtly in transmitting
circuits where the desired frequency is fixed, or where a very
narrow frequency band is desired. The variable condenser is then
used merely to obtain fine adjustment of frequency and to compensate for slight changes in frequency due to changes in operating
conditions. But in this application of the oscillator it is often
desirable to change the coupling in order to change the antenna
output, and any change in the coupling also changes the frequency.

Hence it is desirable to have an arrangement which allows a change
in the coupling without also changing the frequency.

This is accomplished by the modification of Colpitts circuit, shown
In this circuit the inductance coil L, is tapped at a number
of points, and the plate of the tube is connected to one of these taps
through the blocking condenser Co. This condenser, the grid leak,
and the radio- frequency choke coil all have the same values as the
corresponding parts in Fig. 6.
Condensers C, and C2 in both Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 may be equal in
value, or C, may be considerably smaller. As one of the condensers
is varied, it should be done in such a way that the ratio of C1 to Cr
varies from unity to about 1 to 4. The condensers may both be
.001 variable air condensers, or one may be a fixed mica condenser
of that value and the other a variable condenser.
The inductance coil L, in these circuits should be the same as the
inductance coil in Fig. 1.
This modification of the Colpitts circuit is used in many of the
more important transmitting circuits.
The rheostats R in all the circuits given above depend on the
type of tube which is used. If a UV199 or a C299 is used on a
4% -volt battery the rheostat should have a resistance of 30 ohms;
if a UV201A or a C301A is used on a 6 -volt battery the resistance
should be 10 ohms, and if a WD12 or 11 is used the rheostat may
have a resistance of 6 ohms, provided a 1% -volt battery is used.
The value of the plate voltage may vary from 18 up to 90 or 120
volts, depending on the type of tube, and on the intensity of the
oscillations desired.
The grid biasing battery E, shown with some of the circuits, may
he omitted for all voltages up to 45 volts. For higher voltages on
the plate it is best to refer to the tube manufacturers' recommendations for that particular type of tube.
In the four circuits shown in Figs. 1, 3, 4 and 5 a large value
condenser may be connected across the B battery to by -pass the high
frequency currents. Its value should be 0.1 microfarad or higher.
This condenser is not necessary, but it is desirable. In Figs. 2, 6
and 7 it would serve no useful purpose. as, in Fig. 2. Co is a bypass, and in Figs. 6 and 7 the choke coil L, prevents the high frequency currents from passing through the battery, thereby increasing efficiency.
in Fig. 7.
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Change in Nearly All Sets
Made Necessary by Action
of Hoover Conference
Broadcasting Wave Band to Be from 200 to 545 Meters
By Herman Bernard
WASHINGTON.
THE most important administrative document in the history of radio -the report of
the Third Radio Conference to
Secretary of Commerce Hoover
has been made public. Its conclusions are virtually law, since the
parties in interest themselves constituted the conferees, and the entire nature of the conference was,
as formerly, one of voluntary agreement among interests sometimes
sharply conflicting. The biggest
points in the report are the reassignment of broadcast wavelengths and
the cautious approval of a Super Power test. The reassignment
means many stations will get new
wavelengths, and that the range is
extended from 200 to 545 meters.
Manufactured sets usually range
from 250 to 600 meters. Home constructed sets often range only
from 260 to 526 or a little higher.
Hence some change must be made
in most receivers. As for the Super -Power test, the Radio Corporation of America is now able to get
a temporary license to erect a station outside of any congested area
and using 50,000 watts, the greatest
power in American radio history.
The test is to determine whether
this will overcome static, enable the
station to be heard in isolated points
in the United States, Canada and
South America, even Europe, and
whether Super -Power is better
adapted for nation -wide broadcasting of momentous events than interconnection of stations by land
wires. One of the fears expressed,
especially by small stations, is that
the Super -Power station will drown
out everything else for hundreds of
miles around and create a semi monopoly. In the absence of any
data the conference agreed to let
the test prove the result. Secretary
Hoover may refuse to renew the
temporary license, should experience warrant.

-

The wavelength question was discussed
under the heading of interference. The report set forth
"The great problem in broadcasting is
that of interference. It may arise in several
ways, either by direct interference of one
station by another, because of too close
proximity of frequency, interference by
:

The Pith of the Report
Broadcasting wavelength band
extended to be from 200 to 545
meters, the extension being mostly
downward. [This means some change
must be made in nearly all existing
receivers and that manufacturers of
sets and coils will have to govern
themselves accordingly.]
New system of zoning, whereby more wave channels are
available for broadcasting. and Atlantic stations sharing wavelengths
with a new Zone 6 (Pacific), whereby conflict is avoided, due to distance
and
difference.
Plans made for further elimination of code interference 131
band reassignment.
Station ratings changed. Instead 7A, B and C the classes
will be 1, 2 and 3, according to quality,
in that order.
Additional channels provided
for marine use.
Amateurs' bands slightly changed and temporary allocation to
below 150 meters confirmed. Amateurs' area increased.
7. Government censorship of programs opposed.
Higher power for broadcasters
Extends present
approved.
1,000 watt limit. [Not to be confused
with Super- Power, which contem-

1

2

3

4.

5
6.
8.

plates enormous increase.]
Greater appropriations recommended to Congress for the
radio work of the Department of
Commerce, especially inspection.

9.

length of 360 meters be assigned new wave
lengths. This, of course, does not mean
the abolition of Class C stations, but merely
that instead of all of them operating on one
wavelength as at present and interfering
with each other they shall have separate
assignments and be distributed through the
broadcasting band.
"The details as to the allocation of wavelengths to the particular stations under the
new zoning system are being worked out by
a continuing committee in cooperation with
the Radio Supervisors of the various districts."
Other excerpts from the report, which
was adopted by the entire conference,
follow :

Censorship
The conference recommends that the policy
of the Department of non -interference in
programs sent out by broadcasting stations
should he upheld. Any other attitude would
necessarily involve censorship in some
degree.

Interconnection
The interconnection of stations so as to

provide for simultaneous broadcasting has
been the most important development of the
last eighteen months. It has now made possible a wide extension in knowledge of national events. It means a vast improvement
in program. It makes the talent of our
great cities available everywhere. It has
reached the point where a few stations are
now thus interconnected as a matter of
routine and regular procedure. There have
been very recently several actual demonstrations of the possibility of nationwide simultaneous broadcasting by interconnection. The
Conference affirmatively finds that simultaneous broadcasting of national events is
(Continued on page 26)

nV.lySuper -Power

stations cautious sanctioned as a test only,
license to be temporary. Stand taken
because of desirability of reaching
remote places in the United States.
Inter -connected broadcasting
encouraged.

(met

matter what kind of
a receiver you have

NO

radiotelegraph signals, and interference from
outside electrical sources.
"In dealing with the first of these causes,
the Conference has been successful in providing additional channels so that stations may
not conflict with one another. To accomplish
this the present broadcasting band has been
extended so as to include all wavelengths
from 200 to 545 meters. Furthermore, a
new system of zoning has been worked out
by which it is possible to obtain still additional channels. The net result will be that
instead of the number of wavelengths now
used by general broadcasting stations, there
will be an increase of 30 wave bands or
channels, bringing the total up to 100."
Concerning the new classification:
"The Conference recommends a new classification for stations. Present Class B stations are hereafter to be known as Class 1;
Class A stations as either Class 2 or 3, and
Class C stations to go either into Class 1,
2 or 3, according to their character.
"The Conference recommends that the
Class C stations still remaining on a wave-

Ready!

you will be able to make
it respond to the entire
new wavelength band that
goes into effect soon.

How
will you do it? By following directions to be published in next week's
RADIO WORLD, issue of Novem-

ber
29,

1, on sale Wednesday, October
at all newsstands.
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Dissecting Mutual Inductances
The
RADIO PRIMER
Information and Instruction
for the Beginner

The Difference in Construction and Use of the Variometer and

the Variocoupler-How the Variometer Produces a
Superdyne Effect

By Abner J. Gelula
THE most useful of all tuning instru-

ments are the variocoupler, the variometer and the variable condenser. Without one or more of these instruments in
the outfit we have no means of a continual, even method of changing the
wavelength of the receiving set.
The variable condenser is little more
than one series of plates rotating at close
proximity to another series, without
touching. The variable condenser operates on a principle known as capacity.
The variocoupler and variometer, however, operate through inductance. In the
case of the variable condenser, by varying the capacity, various changes occur
in the set, such as changes in wavelength
and changes in the natural inductance of
a coil with which it is connected. In the
case of the variocoupler and variometer
all changes in wavelength and inductance
are made by the rotation of a coil instead
of a plate. Of course each instrument
has its place in the circuit. There are
many times that either a variometer or
variable condenser may be used, but only
one who understands the theoretical operation of the instruments will be able to
judge which is better for a given purpose.
The Variocoupler Described
Referring to Fig. 1 we notice the variocoupler consists of two distinct coils, the
rotor, on top, and the tuning coil or stator.
The rotor rotates within the tuning coil
and is usually wound on a ball. There
are, say, 55 or more turns of No. 22
double silk covered wire on the tuning
coil. This is tapped, that is, small loops
are made at certain successive stages of
the winding, so that connections may be
made later to a tap switch. After the coil
is finished, usually there will be two sets
of taps -six taps at every fifth turn, and
five taps at every turn. These taps are
brought out to two switches which are in
turn connected to the aerial and ground.
The rotor is wound with 35 to 45 turns
of No. 24 DS wire, the turns equally divided on each side of the ball. A shaft is
run through the rotor for turning it.
How Variometer Works
The variometer (Fig. 2) is an instrument similar to the coupler, except that
the rotor wire is attached to the stator in
series, that is, one end wire of the inside
coil is connected to one end wire of the
outside coil leaving two connections from
the variometer called terminals. The beginning of the variometer is at the stator
terminal and the end is the rotor terminal.
The closer the winding is of the rotor
placed to the winding of the stator, the
sharper the tuning will be, which means
that interference will more easily be eliminated.
When constructing a variometer or
variocoupler, two forms must be procured, one small enough to rotate entirely within the other coil.
In mounting either the coupler or variometer on a panel a calibrated dial is

highly desirable. The dial is at zero,
meaning the minimum of inductance,
when the rotor winding is at right angles
to the stator or tuning coil. In the case
of the variocoupler, minimum inductance
is at an angle of 90 degrees, or at number
50 on the drawing of the dial on this
(Concluded on page 23)

DIAL, as if mounted on a variometer, (Fig. 3).
Minimum inductance Is represented by zero. The
rotor then should be at right angles to the stator.
The dotted line represents the use of negative
mutual inductance.
A

FIG. 1 -At left, a variocoupler, the shaft omitted. The rotor is on top. The stator is the stationary
form, with its winding of wire. The radiating lines represent the manner in which taps are taken from
the stator.
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FIG. 2 -The variometer, at left, shows the rotor and its winding clearly. The stator winding is hidden
inside the globular insulation. The shaft goes in the opening in the block at left.
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Set Works a Speaker
ity. -Fred
N. Y.

The Radio University
AQuestion and Answer Department conducted by RADIO WORLD for its
Readers by its Staff of Experts. Address Lettera to Radio University
Department, RADIO WORLD, 1493 Broadway, New York City.
WILL 201A tubes work in the Superdyne as
well as the 199? 2. Will I get better results with
201A in the audio amplifier than with 199? 3.
Will 199 work well in a push -pull amplifier?
William Wiliams, Hancoke, Va.
I. Yes. 2. Yes. 3. Yes.

-

IN YOUR August 2 issue you describe loop
aerials. I have tried them on my set but cannot
receive anything. The outdoor aerial brings
them in fine. -Wm. Bouldin 3d, E. Orange. N. J.
The loop aerial can only be used effectively on
two or three stages of radio frequency amplification. You have not mentioned the type set
you are using.

WILL YOU kindly print a circuit for one tube
that will operate a loudspeaker. P do not want
a complicated circuit. -Wm. Handel, 831 5th
Ave., New York City.
Fig. 40 is a diagram of the Dynoflex. Under

tube of the Superdyne? -Glenn Neely, Dolgeville,
N. Y.

1. Use only the 13 -plate condenser with this
coil in a Neutrodyne. 2. It is not necessary.

r

w

Schick,

Mortimer

327

St.,

Buffalo,

Place the condenser in the ground lead, the
variable plates to the ground side. It is quite
natural that the 200 tube be turned on full.

ON a Universal 3 -tube receiver. would a choke
coil between the tube and the transformer improve the set? -Henry Von Wienew, Thayer, Ind.
No. As to your other question (omitted). we
cannot undertake to compare the merits of com-

mercially made receivers.

I WISH to receive a wavelength of 200 -600
meters. What parts shall I use with one tube?
2. What is the best method of varying the wavelength, tapped coil or load coil and fixed condensers, cut in and out by switches ? -T. J.
Jeans, Delta Hotel, San Francisco.
Variocoupler designed for this wavelength, a
variometer for the plate circuit and a variable
condenser for the primary circuit. One socket.

I HAVE a 5 -tube set. Tuning is accomplished
with two 23 -plate condensers. The set tunes too
sharply. How may I broaden it ? -T. L. Finch,
Lookeba, Okla.
Lengthen your aerial. Use 13 -plate condensers.
w

w

w

WHERE CAN I get the data for the Solodial
circuit ? -J. W. London, 115 Scoville Way, N. S.,
Pittsburgh Pa.
You will find full information in the August
23 issue of RADIO WORLD.
I HAVE a Neutrodyne that I am unable to
balance. It is O. K. above 400 meters, but below
400 it squeals terribly. -T. M. Barry, Manhattan,
Kan.
Try switching the tubes around. Connect the
neutrodons across the grid and plate of the RF
tubes. This in many cases stabilizes the set
when all other methods fail.
IN THE OCT. 4 ISSUE of RADIO WORLD
there is a circuit entitled "A Fine 4 -tube Receiver." 1, After the coils are wound, how
should I mount them 2. In the panel layout. a
switch is shown, What is it for? 3. Where may
I obtain the transformers already wound? J. P.
Campbell, Lenoir City Tenn.
1. They are mounted right behind the variable
condensers, one parallel with the condenser
plates, the other at right angles to the condenser
plates. This arrangement will also make them

3

B+
G
AFL.
FIG. 40, the Dynoflex, an efficient 1 -tube reflex. L1L2 is a radio- frequency transformer used as the aerial tuning element. On a spider -web form
wind 101/2 feet of No. 24 double silk covered wire for LI and SS feet of the seme wire for L2. LI and 12 are wound together, side by side, in the
same operation. After the end of LI is reached continue on with L2 until the end of that winding is reached. Bind the coils with linen thread
through the apertures between spokes. Then cut away the form. L3L4 is made the same way. Cl and C4 are low -loss variable condensers,
.00035 mfd. (17 plates). CZ and C3 are .001 mfd. fixed condensers. The crystal may be fixed or adjustable. Use 201A tube, 301A, 216A or DVZ.
C2 is mounted across the secondary of the AFT. Use at least 90 volts B battery.
good conditions, using a good aerial and ground
system, local stations may be brought in on the
speaker. Full constructional ata was published
in RADIO WORLD, issue of August 9.
I HAVE a variometer- variocoupler set with
tubes. I can't tune out local stations even if
they are 30 to 40 meters from a DX station. Is
there any addition that I can make to this set?
Robt. P. Somers, 1546 Lincoln Ave., Pittsburgh,
3

-

Pa.
Shorten the aerial to 50 or 75 feet. You may
buy or make filter coils that will be very helpThe Selectocoil, described in RADIO
ful.
WORLD, issue of August
r 2, is an easy solution.
I can't
I HAVE an Ambassador 1 -tube set.
get KSD.- Mossie Johnson, 605 Cleveland St.,
Charleston, Mo.
The information furnished is not sufficient to
enable a solution.
PLEASE tell me the number of turns on the
coil described by Neal Fitzalan in the issue of
Sept. 6, when used with a 13 -plate and with a
2. Can the grid
23 plate variable condenser.
return be biased with a C battery on the first

one 6 -ohm rheostat.

2.

Tapped coil.

IN YOUR Oct. 4 issue of RADIO WORLD
you have an article on a "Dandy 1 -tube DX
Set," by Herbert E. Hayden. Can I add a stage
of radio -frequency? 2. What would be the approximate cost of parts, etc ? -Arthur N. Booth,
394 May St., Worcester, Mass.
1. Yes.
The circuit has been forwarded to
you.

2. $10.

WILL YOU kindly decide this A states that
on a receiving aerial of two wires, if a jumper
is placed at the far end it will be more effective,
while B believes that the jumper shortens the
actual receiving length.-N. H. Bush, Tekonsha,
Mich.
Both are wrong. On a receiving aerial one
wire will bring in just as much as a multi -wire
m
aerial, jumper or no juper.

r
I HAVE a 5 -tube set combining radio frequency as published by A. P. Peck in the Sept.
20 issue. The set works fine except for a little
body capacity affecting the aerial condenser.
The detector bulb, a 200, must be turned up
full. I would also like to increase the selectiv-

at right angles to each other. 2. In cutting the
A battery in or out. It may be omitted. 3. Any
reliable RF transformer may be used.
PLEASE GIVE ME instruction for winding
the low -loss coils indicated by Chas. M. White
in the issue of Oct. 4, RADIO WORLD. Can the
coils described by Burt C. Caldwell in the same
issue be used ?-Beauford B. Fisher, 205 15th St..
Pacific Grove, Calif.
Refer to the diagram on page 11, Oct. 4 issue.
E and G are 5 turns. F and H are 50 turns.
Both wound with No. 22 DCC wire. The Caldwell coils cannot be used for this circuit.
CAN WD12 tubes be used on "The Single Dial
on a Loud Speaker" set ? -I. W. Jacobs, St.
Louis.
Yes.

WOULD YOU advise me to build a 5 -tube
Neutrodyne? 2. Shall I use a potentiometer?
3. Is a by -pass condenser necessary in this set
4. Can I put 3 stages of AF amplification on it ?Clyde Stephens. S. Sioux City, Neb.
2. Not necessary. 3. Across the pri1. Yes.
mary of the first audio it may be helpful. 4. Yes.
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Impedance RF for Greater DX
Fig. 41- Circuit as requested by C. P. Yeats, 38 Pine St.,
Oakland, Cal., one stage of radio -frequency, regenerative
detector and two stages of audio. L3 and LS are the
primary and secondary coils, respectively, of a 3- circuit
coupler. L4 is a tickler. C4 is a 23 -plate condenser.
CI has 43 plates and its coil 4$ turns.

01..1

But do not complicate the wiring, as the extra
stage of audio may cause the set to howl. Preferably let the last stage be resistance AF.

RADIO WORLD'S

I HAVE four UV201As, two audio -frequency
transformers, two variable condensers and one
radio - frequency transformer.
Will you kindly
print a circuit that will use this apparatus?
C. P. Yeats, .38 Pine St., Okland, Okla.
Fig. 41 gives the circuit that you request. L is
a. 50 -turn coil wound on a 3 -inch diameter tubing.
LA is a variometer. Jacks are shown, for they
are the most convenient means of switching to
various stages of amplification.

Broadcast University

-

Questions and Answers On
the Air Every Wednesday Evening at W LS, the Sears-Roebuck
Department
Station, Chicago
Conducted by Mat H. Friedman,
RADIO WoRLD's Chicago Representative.

-

WE HAVE a 500 -volt motor generator that we
would like to reduce to 350 volts. -Culler Electric
Service Co., Orangeburg, S. C.
Do you wish the motor to be run from 350 or
the generator to deliver 350? Do you use AC
or DC?

Kindly specify.

HAVE a Westinghouse RC set, The second
stage refuses to work. Would you advise making a Harkness out of it.-John E. Holit, Detroit, Mich.
No doubt the second audio -frequency transformer is burnt out. Get another transformer
as near the same dimensions as is possible.
I

I AM WILLING to spend some money for a
good receiving set. I am an absolute novice,
and T am relying wholly upon you for a real set.
I am located in a 2 -sty brick structure in a city
of 12,000. -Chas. B. Hewson, Oraage, Texas.
A circuit employing two stages of radio -frequency amplification, tube detector and two
stages of audio would do nicely.

KINDLY tell me what is the best set for $50
What are the best tubes ? -S. W. Jackson,
Canonsburg, Pa.
We cannot undertake to discriminate between
commercial sets. If you want to build a set
yourself the 3- circuit tuner might satisfy you.
The 201A type are usually best for all- around
to $70.

work.

HOW may a 1 -tube 3- circuit tuner be arranged
without mounting? 2-Would I be able to receive
New York stations on a loop with this set? 3If not, how long an aerial would I need? 4-Would
a four -wire aerial improve my reception and
distance? Under all ideal conditions, how far
should this set receive ? -L. K. Raymond, Hartford, Conn.
how. The Globe coil is
1 -Fig. 41 shows you
pictured. 2-No. 3- Approximately 75 to 100 feet,
figuring a lead -in of about 15 feet. 4-No; a
one -wire aerial will receive just as well as four
wires. 5- Probably 800 to 1,000 miles.

IS THERE any way that I can clear up a lot
interference between 360 and 429 meters? The
set doesn't oscillate between these points even if
I advance or decrease the potntiomter.
I have
an Atwater -Kent 4 -tube set. -A. S. Meano, Hurst,
Wis.
Place a variable condenser of 45 plates in the
ground lead. Set the condenser with the plates
half way out, and tune as usual, making final
adjustments on the condenser. A smaller variable condenser, placed instead across the plate
coil may help.
of

PLEASE TELL me why do signals fade away
and then gradually come back again? This
troubles me a lot. -G. F. Mills, S. E. 23d St.,
Des Moines, Ia.
Fading is a natural phenomenon that is still
baffling scientists.

WHERE can I get information about Rev.
Henry A. Judge's article? -A. J. Hughes, Imogene, Ia.
RADIO WORLD, Sept. 13 and 20, "Tubeless
Set Works Speaker."
I BUILT an Ultradyne according to the specification in your magazine. 1. What can I do to
increase the wavelength? I receive only up to
2. How can I get the stations
450 meters.
clearer? -Dr. T. C. Hood, Waupaca, Wis.
1, Lengthen aerial. Place a small coil (about
15 turns) in series with the grid lead of the first
tube. Be sure that the coil is at least 3 feet
away from the set proper.
WHY DO two Chicago stations go on an
off the air during the program? 2. I am using
UV200 Radiotron. I get WGN loud sometimes
and other times not so loud, yet I operate my
set like an expert. Do you think my B battery
is gone ?-Philip Schneider, Jr., 6137 S. California
Ave., Chicago, Ill.

1. No doubt you mean that the station fades
away, then comes back again. Although fading is a natural phenomenon it should not occur
so close to the broadcasting station. Perhaps it
is your location. 2. Test your 22% volt B battery.
If it reads below 16 volts buy a new one.

I CANNOT GET outside of Des Moines with
the crystal set that I built. What can I do to
increase its distance ? =Carl Olson, 819 W. 9th
St., Des Moines, Ia.
The set will not reach across the state of
Iowa. Davenport is the nearest station outside
of Des Moines.

DISREGARDING the cost of building a set,
as well as the upkeep, would you suggest that I
build an Ultradyne, a Super -Heterodyne, Superdyne, Neutrodyne, or Magnadyne? I want sensitivity, selectivity, DX and volume. -Frank F.
Firman, E. 4th St., Waterloo, Ia.
Super -Heterodyne or Neutrodyne. The Neutrodyne is easier to build. The Magnadyne is a
low -loss Neutrodyne that meets your requirements.

WE HAVE a 6 -tube Neutrodyne reviver. but
use the phonograph attachment for the loud
speaker. The results are not very good. Would
you advise me to get a loud speaker B battery?
Mrs. Wm. Turker, Rhinelander, Wis., R. R. 2.
Yes, both speaker and B battery.

-

I HAVE a 2-tube reflex set. It gives me excellent results and up to 200 -300 miles for distance. T wish to add a push -pull amplifier for
more volume. (1) Would you advise the amplifier
to the set in its present condition, or remove the
one stage of audio that I have on now? (2)
Would you advise a separate B battery on the
push- pull? (3) I am using 90 volts at present.
How much C battery bias, tapping the B, would
I need? -Frank A. Berg, 3411 13th St., Racine,
Wis.
(1) Add it to the set in present condition. (2)
It may make reception clearer. (3) A separate C
battery is needed. Try 3 to 9 volts. Experiment
will tell you which voltage is best.

WILL UV201A be as good as 199 in the Super dyne? Why does the, Tuska Superdyne use only
two controls instead' of three ? -Robt. E. Kaufman, Grand Center, Ia.
Yes, the 201A will work as well. The Tuska
Superdyne uses a special variable condenser that
eliminates one control, because the A- goes to
a common stator and the grid leads of the two
coils to distinct sets of rotor plates.
.

I HAVE a 4 -tube Crosley. I receive local stations with volume, but cannot get 50 miles istance.-J. S. Coon, 1505 Wolfe Ave., Evanston.
Ill.
Probably your aerial and ground system. The
set is an efficient one.

Join RADIO WORLD'S University Club
And Get Full Question and Answer Service for the Coming 52 Weeks.
RADIO WORLD, 1493 Broadway, New York City:
Enclosed find $6.09 for RADIO WORLD for one year (52 Nes.) and also aeasider
this as an application to join RADIO WORLD'S University Club, which gives me free
information in your Radio University Department for the coning year.

Name

..

Street
Fig. 42- Answer to query of L. K. Raymond,
Hartford, Conn., who asks how a 3- circuit tuner
may be arranged without mounting the various
units. The variable condenser should be in front
of

the coil.

City and State
Telegraph queries will be answered collect the sante day as received. Be sure to direct
in your query that the answer be sent collect.
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Speech by Davis Next Friday
weather and stock reports. 4:30, 110 lessons
(World Radio Language).
KHJ, Los Angeles, 395 -12:30 -1:15 P. M., PigglyWiggly Girls. 2:30 -3:30, musicale. 6 -6:30, Hick man's orch. 6:30 -7:30, children's program. 8 -10,
program of Mullen & Bluett. 10 -11, Hickman's

BROADCAST
PROGRAMS

dance orch.

'THE

time given on the programs is that of
the time division in which the station is
located, i. e., Eastern, Central, Mountain or
Pacific time. To convert Eastern time into
P cific time subtract 3 hours hence the program
from KGO, Oakland, Cal., ii given as 8 P. M.
would be 5 P. M. for those listeners who are
under Eastern time. To convert Mountain time
into Eastern time subtract two hours from the
time given in the program of a station located
in Mountain time. To convert Central time into
Eastern time, subtract one hour from the time
given in the program of a station located in
Central time. Make the following subtractions
to accomplish the specified conversions: from
Pacific to Central time, 2 hours; from Pacific to
mountain time 1 hour; from Mountain to Central, 1 hour. The above are for listeners desiring to tune in to stations to the west of them.
Those desiring to ascertain the time as shown
by their own clock, to tune in to stations to the
east of them, should make the following additions to make the specified conversions: Eastern to
Pacific, add 3 hours; Eastern to Mountain. 2
hours; Eastern to Central, 1 hour; Central to
Pacific, 2 hours; Central to Mountain. 1 hour;
Mountain to Pacific, 1 hour; Eastern to Central,
1 hour.
The conversion table is published below:
Result,

Listener

Station

Time

Located in

Located in

Eastern

Central
Mountain

Add Subtract
l hr
2 hrs.

Eastern
Central
Central

Pacific

3

Eatem

Mountain
Pacific
Mountain Pacific
Mountain
Pacific
Pacific
Central
Pacific
Eastern
Mountain Central
Mountain F.astern
Eastern
Central

by your
cluck

1:56

hrs.

l hr.

2 hrs.
1

hr.
1

hr.

2 hrs.

hrs.
l hr.
2 hrs.
1 hr.
3

Thursday, October 23
WIP, Philadelphia-509 -1 P. M., orch. 1:30,
3, recital. 6, weather. 6:05, dinner
weather.
music. 6:45, livestock and produce market reports. 7, bedtime stories. 8, "The Home Lighting Contest for School Children." 8:15, Philadelphia Police Band.
WLW, Cincinnati, 423-10:45 A. M., weather,
business reports. 1:30 P.M., business reports.
3, market reports. 4, French lesson. 10, message
from the United States Civil Service. 10:03, popular songs; instrumental and vocal. 10:30, concert by Milnor Trio, comic dadario: "The Music
Lesson." 11, Milnor Trio.
KFI, Los Angeles, 469-5 -5:30 P. M., news.
5:30 -6, news. 6:45 -7:30, lecture; orchestra. 7:308, Crosby Sisters. 8-9, orchestra. 9-10, studio
program. 10.11, vocal and instrumental recital.
WCBD, Zion, Ill., 345-8 P. M., male chorus
assisted by Mrs. Inman, soprano; Miss Florence
Farrar, contralto; Alexander Depew, flute.
KDKA, East Pittsburgh, Pa.. 326 -9:45 A. M.,
stockman reports. 11:55, time. 12 M., weather;
stockman reports. 12:15 P. M., Scalzo's orchestra.
6:30, Little Symphony Orchestra. 7:15. Radio children on a trip to Coney. 7:30, talk by Automobile
Club. 7:40, stockman reports to be announced.

Little Symphony Orchestra. 9:55, time;
weather. 11, studio concert.
KGW, Portland, Oregon, 492-11:30 A. M.,
weather. 12:30 P. M., concert. 5, children's program. 7:15, markets; weather; news and police
8,

reports.

KYW, Chicago, 536-6:30 A. M., physical exercises. 9:30, financial and commercial markets.
10:30, farm and home service. 11:35, table talk.
2:35 -4 P. M., afternoon frolic. 6:02 -6:18, news,
financial and final markets. 6:35 -7, bedtime story.
7.7:30, dinner concert. 8, "Twenty Minutes of
Good Reading." 9:15, baritone solo. 9:15, "Safety
First." talk. 10- 11:30. "At Home" program.
11:30, "Night Hawks."
WEBH, Chicago, Edgewater Beach Hotel, 3707 -8 P. M., talk, delegate United Lutheran Church
convention. 9 -10, dance; Elizabeth Berry, soprona; musical bits. Carrol Kearns, baritone.
I1 -12, dance; Harry Davis, baritone; Edgewater
Beach Trio; Nick Lucas, songs; Edgewater Beach
Revue.
KHJ, Los Angeles, 395 -12 :30 -1:15 P. M., orchestra. 2:30.3:30, musicale. 6 -6:30 Hickman's Orchestra. 6:30 -7:30 children's program. 7:30 "Art."
8 in
Bozeani Motor Car Co. program. 10- 10:30,
Hatch Graham, singer and banjoist. 10:30.11,
dance, Hickman's (lrcn.
WCAE, Pittsburgh, 462 -12:30 P. M., news;
weather. 3:30, new. 4:30, stock market reports.

ADMIRERS of Governor Pinchot, of Pennsylvania, flock to the loudspeaker and headset whenever he takes his determined stand before the
microphone.
7:30, Uncle Kaybee. 7:45 -8:15, special features. 8:30, Radio Review.
WLW, Cincinnati. 423-10:45 A. M., weather;
business reports. 1:30 P. M., business reports.
3, market reports. 4, French lesson; piano solo.
10, Message from the United States Civil Service.
10:03, entertainment, Doherty Melody Boys. 10:30,
Milnor Instrumental Trio. Comic Radario: "The

6:30, concert.

Music Lesson, featuring Senator Schultz. 11,
Doherty Melody Boys
WRC, Washington, D. C., 469- -6 P. M., children's hour. 7:30, dance. 8:15, song recital. 8:30
piano. 8:45, song recital. 9, Scotch songs. 9:15,
to be announced. 9:30, song recital. 9:55, time;
weather.
WGY, Schenectady, 380 -11:55 A. M., time.
12:30 P. M., stock market report. 12 :40, produce
report. 12:45, weather. 2, music and address,
"Therapy." 6, produce and stock market quotations. 6:15, condition of New York State highways, 6:30, dinner music. 7:45 new books. 8,
Polish music, "Smiezka Polka."
WBAP, Fort Worth, 476-7:30-8:30 P. M., concert. 9:30- 10:45, School of Music.
CNRM, Montreal, 341-8 P. M., piano, J. E. Martin; baritone, A. C. Lawrence.; recitation, Mildred
Page; soprano, Mrs. John Anderson; violin,
Audrey Read; tenor, Thos. Irving; address, Dr.

W. J. Black.
WOO, Philadelphia, 509-11 A. M., organ. 11:30,
weather. 11:55, time. 12 M., music. 5:15 P. M.,
organ and trumpets. 7:30, sports results and police reports. 9:55, time. 10:02, weather.
WHN, New York City, 360-12:30-1 P. M. orchestra. 2:15, Radio Girl. 2:30, jazz band. 3,
popular songs. 3:45, baritone. 4, lyric tenor. 4:15,
joint recital, soprano, violinist, pianist. 4:45, "Tea
Time Talk." 4:50, concert pianist. 5, orchestra.
6:30 -7, music, string quartet. 7-7:30, Alamac orchestra. 9:30 -9:37, news. 9:37, baritone. 9:50, contralto. 10, orch. 10:30, orch. 11, popular songs.
11:15, revue. 11:30. orch. 12:01 -12:30 A. M., Ted
Lewis Symphonic Clowns.
KYW, Chicago, 536-8 to 8:30 P. M. musical
program. 8:30 to 8:45, "Around the Town with
KYW." 9:05, "Good Roads." 9:15, talk by
Managing Editor Breeder's Gazette. 9:45 P. M.
to 12:30 A. M., midnight revue.
WOR, Newark, 405-7 A. M., gym class. 2:30
P. M., piano recital. 2:45, soprano. 3. piano recital. 3:15, soprano. 3:30, Grand Street Follies.
6:15, "Radio for the Layman."
6:30. Cooper's
orch. 7:15, sports, by "Jolly Bill" Steinke.
WWJ, Detroit, 517-8 A. M., setting -up exercises.
9:30, "Tonight's Dinner."
9:45, public
health service bulletins. 10:25, weather. 11:55,
time.
12 M., music.
3
P. M., orch. 3:50.
weather. 3:55, market reports. 8:30, orch. 10.
dance music. 11, orch.
WEAF, New York City, 492 -11 A. M. -12 M.,
pianist; "Making Winter Goodies "; talk by Helen
A. Ballard. 4 P. M., music. 4:1515, lecture -recital from Columbia University. 5 -5:30. children's week program. 6 -12. concert quartet; contralto; talk by Bank; "Touring"; soprano; baritone; pianist; Vincent Lopez and orch. from Hotel
Pennsylvania.
WEEI, Boston, 303-1 P. M., luncheon. Boston Chamber of Commerce. 7, talk by Mayor
Curley. 7:10, Big Brother Club. 7:40. cornetist.
8. dance; orch. 9 -12, Program New York Studio.

Friday, October 24
WEBH, Chicago, 370-7 P. M., concert selections. 8, Agatha Karlen, reader; musical hits. 9,
dance; Frederick Agard, tenor. 10. Rita McFawn,
soprano. 11, dance, orch.; Winter Garden Four,
songs. 12, Sandy Meek, songs; Dean Remick
pianist.
CKAC, Montreal, 425 -1:45 P. M., concert. 4,

WIP, Philadelphia, 509-1 P. M., music. 1:30,
weather. 3, recital 6, weather. 6:05, music. 6:45,
market reports. 7, bedtime stories.
WMAQ, Chicago, 447.5-4 P. M., sport results.
4:10, "English as She Is Spoke." 4:30, music. 6,
organ. 6:30, orch. 8, Wide -Awake club. 8:30,
musical geography. 9, program from Ottawa, Ill.
KSD, St. Louis, 546-8 P. M., address by Burton
K. Wheeler, Vice- Presidential candidate on the
Independent ticket, direct from the Coliseum.
KYW, Chicago, 536 -6:30 A. M., setting -tip exercises. 9:30, news and comment. 11:35, table talk
by Mrs. Anna J. Peterson. 6 P. M., news, financial and final markets; review of Chicago trade.
6:35, bedtime story by Walter Wilson. 7, concert. 7:30, program broadcast from KYW's studio.
8:20, speeches of the American Farm Bureau Federation. 9:30 P. M., to 12:30 A. M., revue. 12:30,
organ recital.
WLW, Cincinnati, 423 -10:45 A. M., weather;
business reports. 1:30 P. M., market reports.
3, stock quotations. 4, recital. 8, speech by John
W. Davis, Democratic candidate for President.
(Direct from Music Hall, Cincinnati.)
KDKA, E. Pittsburgh, Pa., 326 -7:30 A. M., free
hand calisthenics. 9:45, Stockman reports 11:55,
time. 12 M., weather. 12:30 P. M., Sunday school
lesson. 6:30, organ. 7:15, the Radio Rhymster.
7:30, "The Constitutional Convention."
7:40,
Stockman reports. 8, feature. 8:15, "Football
Coaching." 8:30, concert. 9:55, weather.
WFAA, Dallas, Tex., 476 -12:30-1 P. M.. address.
WDAR, Philadelphia, 395 -11:45 A. M., daily
almanac. 12 M., organ. 2 -3 P. M., Arcadia convert
orch. 4:30, dance. 5:45, sporting results. 7:30,
Dream Daddy. 8. "Turning the Pages "; studio
recital. 10 P. M. to 1 A. M., Arcadia dance orch.
WGY. Schenectady, N. Y., 380 -11:55 A. M., time.
12:30 P. M., stock market report, 12:40, produce
market report. 12:45. weather. 2, music and one act play, "The Bank Account." 6, produce and
stock market quotations; news. 6:30, stories for
children. 7, international Sunday school lesson.
7:45, health talk; selections, "The Footlights,'
WGY orch.

WCAE, Pittsburgh, 462 -12:30 P. M., news;
weather; reading of program for the day. 3:30,
news. 4:30, Sunshine Girl. 6:30, concert. 7:30,
Uncle Kaybee. 8, special feature. 8:15, special
feature. 8:30, Harmony Boys' orch.
WHO, Des Moines, la., 526-7:30 -9 P. M., Tolbert McRae, baritone; artists from the Des Moines
Conservatory of Music.
WGY, Schenectady. N. Y., 360-8 P. M., radio
drama, "The Bird and the Fish "; WGY orch.
10:30, college night program.
WEEI, Beaton, 303-7 P. M., talk by Mayor
Curley. 7:10, Big Brother Club. 7:45, talk. 8,
concert, Conservatory of Music. 8:15, musicale;
baritone. 8:40. Hawkins Dance Orch. 9, program
from New York Studio. 11, Eisenbourg Dance
Orch.
WEAF, New York City -492-11.12 A. M., "A
Trip to Athens and the Parthenon "; organ;
market and weather reports. 4-5:30 P. M., dub
program for women; soprano; children's week
program. 6. 10:30, Waldorf -Astoria orch.; children's stories; violinist; Billy Jones and Ernest
Hare; soprano; xylophone; dance orch.; pianist.
WBZ, Springfield, Mass., 337 -11:55 A. M.,
time signals, weather, market report. 6 P. M.,
concert. 7, market report. 7:05. current book
review. 7:30, bedtime story. 9:55, time, weather.
10, concert.
II, concert. 11:30, dance.
KYW, Chicago, 536 -6:30 A. M., morning exercises. 9:30, late news and comment. 11:35,
table talk. 12:30 P. M., "The Progress of the
World."
6:02 -6:18, news,
financial markets.
6:35 -7, bedtime story.
7 -7 :30,
dinner concert.
7 -7:10, orch.
7:10-7:20, "Original Nighthawks."
7:20 -7:30, orch.
7:30-8, Duncan Sisters Music
Publishing
Program.
Company
8:20 -8:45,
speeches, "Farmers' Produce Markets."
9:3012:30 A. M., midnight revue.
12:30, organ reKFAE, Pullman, Wash., 330 -7:30 P. M., piano
numbers, violin solos.
Ore., 492 -11:30 A. M-,
KGW, Portland,
weather. 12:30 P. M., concert. 5, children's program. 7:15, markets, weather, news bulletins
and police reports. 8, popular lecture. 10:30,
Hoot Owls.
WRC, Washington, D. C., 469-3 P. M., fashion. 3:10, song recital. 3:20, "Beauty and Personality." 3:25, current topics. 3:35, piano recital. 3:50, The Magazine of Wall Street. 4,
song recital. 6, stories for children by Peggy
Albion.
WOO, Philadelphia, 509-11 A. M., organ. 11:30,
weather. 11:55, time. 12 M., music. 5:15 P. M -,
organ and trumpets. 7:30. sports results; dinner
music. 8:30, special program. 9:10, musical pro-

gram.

9:55, time.

10:30. dance.

10:02,

weather.

10:03,

organ.

WBZ, Springfield, Mass., 337 -11:55 A. M., time;
weather; market report. 6 P. M., dinner concert.
7, market report.
WHN, New York City, 360-2:15 P. M., baritone.
2:30, popular songs. 2:45, orch. 3:45, chat te
children. 4, the children's poet. 4:15, baritone.
4:30. lyric soprano. 4:45, "Serial Story." 5, orch.
6:30 -7, music, string quartet. 7 -7:30. Alamac orch.
10, soprano.
10:15,
9:30 -9:37, news. 9:37, orch.
"Mavtime." 10:20, "Who Wants a Bad Little
Boy." 10:25, "The Pal That I Loved." 10:30,
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Princeton -Notre Dame Football
Game on Saturday
WOR, Newark, 469-7 A. M., gym class. 2:30
M., orch. 3, soprano recital. 3:15, talk by
novelist. 3:30, soprano. 3:45, talk. 6:15. Cinderella Wolverine's orch. 7:15, "Sports," by 'Jolty
Bill' Steinke. 8, "Inventions and Patents. 8:15,
joint recital. 8:45, soprano solos. 9, concert

11:20,
11:10, popular songs.
11, tenor.
baritone. 11:30, Alabam Club orch. 12- 12:30, Ted
his
Symphonic
Clowns.
Lewis and
WBAP, Ft. Worth, Tex., 476-7:30.8:30 P. M.,
concert. 9:30.10:45. organ.

dance.

WLW, Cincinnati.

423 -10:45

P.

A. M., weather;

(quartet). 9:15. recital (trio). 9:45, joint recital. 10:15. two -man singing orch.
setting -up exerWWJ, Detroit, S17-8 A.
cises. 9:30, a special talk. 9:45, Public Health
11:55, time.
10:25, weather.
Service bulletin.
2:30 P. M., Michigan -Wisconsin football game
broadcast direct from Ferry Field. Ann Arbor.

.,

business reports. 1:30 P. M., market reports. 3,
stock quotations. 4, music recital; French lesson.
6, speech by John W. Davis, Democratic candidate

for President.

Cincinnati,)

(Direct line from Music Hall,

WOR. Newark, 415-7 A. M., gym class. 2:30
Celia Newmark, soprano. 2:45. popular
program. 3:15. Celia Newmark. soprano. 3:30,
talk about work with soldiers and sailors. 3:45,
6:15. cornet solos. 6:30, "Man
Chinese recipes.
in the Moon" stories. 7, cornet solos. 7:15.
"Sports," by "Jolly Bill" Setinke.
WWJ, Detroit, 517-8 A. M., etting-up exer9:45, Public Health
cises.
9:30, special talk.
11:55, time.
12 M..
Service.
10:25, weather.
music. 3 P. M., orch. 3:50 weather. 3:55, market
reports. 8:30, orch.
P. M.,

Saturday, October

Virgin; talk John W. Harrison, baritone. 9 -10,
dance; William H. Hunt, tales; Langdon
Borthers, Hawaiian guitars; Marie Kelly, read-

11, dance selections; Nick Lucas, sonFs.
Marie Kelly, readings; Edgewater Beach Trio;
Langdon Borthers Hawaiian guitars.
CKAC, Montreal, Can., 421-7 P. M., kiddies'
stories. 7:30 orch. 8:30, vocal and instrumental
concert. 10:1(1, orch.
WGY, Schenectady, N. Y., 381 -Football game
between Princeton and Notre Dame, at Princeton.
9:30 P. M., music.
WBZ, Springfield, Mass., 337 -11:55 A. M.,
time; weather. 6:30 P. M., orch. 7, market report. 7:30, bed time story. 7:40, concert. 8:45,
concert. 9:15, concert. 9:55, time; weather.
KYW, Chicago, 536 -6:30 A. M., exercises. 9:30,
news and comment of the financial and commercial markets. 10:30, farm and home service.
11:35, table talk.
6:02 -6:18 P. M., news; financial markets. 6:35-7, bedtime story. 7.7:30, concert. 7 -7:10, orch. 7:10-7:20, "Original Nighthawks." 7:20 -7:30, orch. 8 -8:58, musical program.
9:05,
stories, articles and humorous
sketches. 9:35- 11:30, late show.
WBAP, Ft. Worth, Tex, 476-7 P. M., review
of the interdenominational Sunday school lesson
by Mrs. W. F. Barnum.

ings.
12,

423 -10:45

A. M., weather;

business reports. 1:30 P. M.. market reports.
KSD, St. Louis, 546-7 P. M., music and
specialties, Missouri Theatre.

KGW,

Portland, Ore., 192-11:30 A. M.,
10 P. M., dance.
WMAQ. Chicago, 447.5 -4 P. M.. snort re-

weather.

6:30. orch.
8, high schon (band.
8:40.
travel lecture. 9 Chicago Theatre review.
WOO, Philadelphia, 509-11 A. M., organ.
11:30, weather.
11:55, time.
12. orch.
5:15 P.
M., organ, trumpets, band. 7:30, sport results;

sults.

police reports.

9:55, time.

10:02.

Sunday, October 26

25

KDKA, E. Pittsburgh, Pa., 326 -9:45 A. M., livestock reports. 11:55, time. 12 M., weather; livestock reports. 1:30 P. M., concert. 3. Pitt -Tech
football game. 6:30, concert. 7:15, Richard the
7:40, Sunday school
Riddler. 7:30, sport review.
lessons. 8, "Inside Movie Gossip." 8:15, feature.
8:30. concert. 9:55, time; weather.
WGY, Schenectady, N. Y., 381 -11:55 A. M., time
signals. 12:30 P. M., market report. 12 :40, prod
uce report; football game, Princeton vs. Notre
Dame. at Princeton. 9:30, dance music.
WCAE, Pittsburgh, Pa., 412 -12:30 P. M.. news
weather; reading of program for the day. 3, play
by play, Pitt -Tech football. 6:30, concert. 7:30,
Uncle Kaybee. 7:45, popular songs. 8, football
scores. 8:15, special feature. 8:30, music.
WBZ, Westinghouse, 337 -11:55 A. M., time;
weather. 6:30 P. M., orch. 7, market report. 7:30,
bedtime story. 7:40, concert. 8:45, concert. 9:15,
concert. 9:55, time.
WHN, New York City, 361 -2:15 P. M., soprano.
2:25, pianist. 2:35, soprano. 2:45, orch. 3:45, soprano. 4:15, lyric tenor. 4:30, Kiwanis period.
4:45, impersonations and songs. 5, Southern Harmonises. 6:30 -7, music. 7-7:30, orch. 7:30, orch.
8:10, dramatic tenor.
8, "Goodnight Children."
8:20. Arthur Stone. world's famous blind pianist.
8:30, harmonica player. 8:45, popular songs. 9,
"Barnyard Sketches." 9:15, soprano. 9:30-9:37,
news. 9:37, baritone. 9:55, popular songs. 10:05,
"What Electoin Day Means to You." 10:15, singing and ukulele. 10:30, trio, assisted by orch. 11,
Jimmy Clarke and entertainers. 11:30, Roseland
orch.
WRC, Washington, D. C., 481- -6 P. M., children's hour. 7:45, Bible talk. 8, song recital.
8:30. "Radio Interference and What Can Be Done
About It." 8:45, to be announced. 9:55, time;
weather. 10:30, dance, N. Y. Hotel Astor orch.
WEBH, Chicago 371 -7-8 P. M., concert selections; Sunday School Lesson, Dr. Herbert W.

WLW, Cincinnati,

foot ball scores.
WEAF, New York, 412-2:30 P. M., play by
play description of the Princeton -Notre lame
football game direct from Princeton, N. J.; Gra4 -S,
orch. from
ham McNamee announcing.
Waldorf -Astoria; thrilling adventure stories; contralto; tenor; syncopators; pianist; violinist; "The
Functions of Congress "; Vincent Lopez and his
orch.
5,

weather.

WLW, Cincinnati, 423 -10:45 A. M., weather;
1:30 P. M., market reports.
WIP, Philadelphia, 509-1 P. M., organ. 1:30,

business reports.

weather. 2:30, play by play description of the
football game between University of Pennsylvania
the University of
and
Virginia, from
Franklin Field, University of Pennsylvania. 6,

WBAP, Ft. Worth, Tex., 476-11 A M.. services
of the First Methodist Church, Rev. J. W. Bergin, pastor. 4 P. M., concert from the Rialto
Theatre. 11 -12, concert.
WLW, Cincinnati, 423 -9:30 A. M., school con-

ducted by school publications of the Methodist
Book Concern. 11, services of the Church of the
Covenant. 7:45 P. M., services of the First Presbyterian Church. 8:45, concert.
KGO, Oakland, Calif., 312-11 A. M., church
service. 3:30 P. M., concert. 7:30, church service.
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 26
WDAF, Kansas City, Mo., 411 -4.5 P. M., program by Mrs. A. W. Cook.
KGW, Portland, Ore., 412--6 P. M., church services.

WEBH, Chicago, 371 -5.6 P. M., Edgewater
Beach musical. 7-9, concert.
WHO, Des Moines, la., 526-7:30 P. M., Hibbard
Cleveland, basso; Helen Birmingham, pianist;
Myrtle Williams, soprano; orch.
CKAC, Montreal, Can., 425-4:30 P. M., sacred

-

concert.

THE COMPOSER of "Turkey in the Straw." He
recently broadcast from Chicago, fiddling great.
Who remembers the name of the composer of that
piece so popular a generation ago? The original
of the Radio World cover on this Issue goes to
the one whose correct answer is received first.
weather. 6:05, music. 6:45, market reports. 7,
bedtime stories. 8, talk by Wesley Hill. 9.
special request program. 10:15, dance.
KYW, Chicago, 536 -6:30 A M., setting up exercises. 9:30, news and comment. 10:30, farm
and home service. 11:35, table talk by Mrs. A.
J. Peterson. 6 P. M., news, financial and final
markets. 6:35, bedtime story by Walter Wilson.
7
concert. 8 -8:58, Salvation Army band. 9:05,
short stories articles, humorous sketches. 9:3511:30. late show; Coon - Sanders "Nighthawks."
KHJ, Los Angeles, 385-12:30 -1:15 P. M.. news
6.6:30,
items and music. 2:30.3:30, musicale.
6:30.7:30, children's
Hickmon's Concert Orch.
program; bedtime story by Uncle John. 8 -10,
Newberry Elec. program. 10 -11, Hickmañ s dance
orch.
WFAA, Dallas, Tex., 476 -12:30 P. M., address.
8:30. Hawaiian music. 11. orch.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 25
KDKA, E. Pittsburgh, Pa.,

326 -.9:45 A. M.,
Stockman reports. 11:55, time. 12 M., weather.
1:30 P. M., concert orch. 3, Pitt -Tech football
game. 6:30, West. band. 7:15, Richard the Riddler.
7:30, sport review. 7:40, Sunday school lessons.
8:15, feature. 8:30,
8, 'Inside Movie Gossip."
concert. 9:55, time; weather.
WMC, Memphis. Tenn., 510m -12:30 P. M.,
Program from Shrine Roof. 8:30, Operatic program. by Hugh Sandidge.
WHAS, Louisville, Ky., 4011m -4 -5 P. M., Alamo Theatre Orchestra, Polic bulletins, Weather, humor. news. 4:55, Livestock, produced and
grain market. 5, Time. 7:30-9, Concert of Mrs.
Pleasant M. Brooks, news, time at 9 o'clock
KPO, San Francisco, 423 -Noon, Time Reading,
Scripture. 1 -2 P. M., Time. 3:30-5:30, Tea dansant, Bradfield's Band.
8:00 -12:00, Weidner's
Dance orchestra.
KGO, Oakland, Cal., 312m-Noon, stock reports and weather. 4-5:, Concert Orchestra of
the Hotel St. Francis, San Francisco. Vinton La
Ferra conducting. 8, Program by Merced Boys'
Band. 10:00.1:00 A. M., Dance by Halstead's
Orchestra.
WDAF, Kansas City, Mo., 411-3:30 P. M., The
Star's radio orchestra. 5:50 to 6:00, marketgram,
weather, time and road report.
6:00 to 7:00
(School of the Air), piano tuning -in number; address, thirteenth of a series of talks by speakers
from the editorial staff of The Star; the Tell -Mea -Story Lady; music. the Hanlein- Knutson Trianon Ensemble. Hotel Muehlehach. 11:45 P. M. to
1:00 A. M. (Nighthawk Frolic), the "Merry Old
Chief" and the Plantation Players, Hotel Muehlebach; Eddie and Bobbie Kuhn's K. C. A. C.
orchestra.

WEEI, Boston, 313 3:45 -5:30 P. M., Sunday
Men's Conference in the Bedford Branch Y. M.
C. A., Brooklyn, N. Y. 7:20.10, musical program
Mark Strand Theatre.
WBZ, Springfield, Mass., 337 -10:45 A. M..
church services. 8:30 P. M., vocal recital. 9,
violin. 9:30, organ.
KPO, San Francisco, 423-11 A M. -12 M..
church services. 8:30-10 P. M., concert Seiger's
orch.

Monday, October 27
WDAF, Kansas City, Mo.. 411-3:40-4:30 P. M.,

trio. 5 -5:30, weekly Boy Scout program. 5:50-6,
marketgram; weather; time road report. 6.7,
Tell-Me -a -Story Lady;
School of the Air;
music. 8-9:15, program. 11:45 P. M., to 1 A. M.,
nighthawk frolic.
WRAP, Ft. Worth Tex., 476-7:30.8:30 P. M.,
moments from the Majestic Theatre, featuring
stars of the week, organ recital and Majestic
Theatre orch. 9:30-10:45, concert by the Euterpean Club.

WLW, Cincinnati, 423-10:45 A. M., weather,
business reports. 1:30 P. M., business reports. 3,
market reports. 4, lesson in ILO; Babson reports.
8, popular program, Alvin Roehr's Music Makers;
Grosley theatrical review. 8:45, concert program,
through the courtesy of the Cooper Corporation.
WHO. Des Moines, la., 526-7:30 P. M., musical
program, Drake Conservatory of Music.
CKAC, Montreal, 426 -1:45 P. M., concert. 4,
weather, stock reports. 4:30, Ilo lessons.
KGO,
Oakland, Calif.,
312 -1:30
P.
M.,
N. Y. and S. F. stock reports and weather. 3,
studio musical program and Parent -Teacher Association speaker. 4-5:30, dance orchestra. 5:30-6,
stories. 6:45, stock reports, weather, S. F. produce
news, baseball scorers and news items. 8, educational program. 10 P. M. to
A. M., dance
music.
KFKE, Washington State College, Pullman,
Wash., 330 -contralto solos; piano numbers; making the water supply ready for winter; health
talk; causes of failure in concrete construction.
KGW, Portland, Ore., 412-11:30 A M., weather.
5 P. M., children's Roosevelt program.
7:15, markets. news and police reports. 8, concert orch.
WWJ, Detroit, 517-8 A. M., setting -up exer1

9:30, "Tonight's Dinner."
9:45, Public
Health Service bulletin. 10:25, weather.
11:55,
time. 12 Noon, music.
3
P. M., orch.; 3:50,
weather. 3:55, market reports. 7, orch.; tenor.
WBZ, Springfield, Mass., 337 -11:55 A. M..
time. 6 P. M., concert by trio. 7, market report. 7:05, one minute talk for voters. 7:10.
"Bringing the World to America." 7:20. news.
7:30, bedtime story, 7:40, concert by trio; basso;
pianist. 8:15, contralto. 8:45, piano recital. 9,
concert drum corps. 9:30, harmonica selections.
9:45, popular pianist playing popular tunes. 9:55,
time; weather. 11:30, dance music.
KPO, San Francisco, 423-12 M., time. 1 -2 P.
M., orch. 4:30-5:30 orch. 5:30 -6:30, children's
(Concluded on page 20)
cises.
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A Peep Inside a Studio

Prize

Twig

DAVID and Herbert Johnson, two, of Br
N. Y. twins, winners of first honors in a

twins contest, obey the man in the mor
junctions to "clean up their platas," hen.
( Fotograms.)

Two microphones are shown in the picture. Both are used
Heavy drapes for the walls and ceiling are used to keep out external sound

THE INSIDE of the modern broadcasting studio.
at once when music is transmitted.
Also, if there is any echo at all,

it ruins

the broadcast tone.

The drapery prevents echoing.

TAE CORRECT distance and posture
speaker,

shown

above.

makes

voice."

of

for "di

r
ALBERT PROTZMAN at the Polo Ground
cast the World Series games.

3E'.:i

F
çp

ij

it

i

Y.
a
'flip.
lei1iwóu.i_r.iL.l
(l'oto opos.$)
MANY EXPERIMENTERS run into difficLlties, such as critical tuning, poor volume or lack of selectivity, because they conne`t the grid retur-i improperly either in radio -frequency amplifier circuits or
in tube detector circuits cr both. The photo shows the negative lead of a 41/2-vclt A battery going
,

'

-

through the rheostat, her to the F post of the socket and to the end of the secondary. The positive
lead, running across the. bottom of the photo, goes direct from the battery A-{- to the F-f socket post.
The mistake is corrected by connecting the end of the secondary, :he semi -perpendicular white wire, to
the opposite or battery side of the rheostat. Thus the grid return lead does not have to encounter the
post of the
high resistance of the rheostat.. The dotted black line shows another mistake, for if the
socket were connected that way to the rheostat the tube would burn all the time.

F-

MOUNTING

a honeycomb coil as shown
out of date now. Too much body ea
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is Loop in

Grid Lead

Proud of His Set

wklyn,
perfect
Ws

in-

e win.

HOW A LOOP may be introduced in the grid lead to give some directional
effect in tuning. The aerial and ground connections are kept intact. The
grid of the detector tube goes to the grid condenser, as usual, this particular
condenser being of the variable type, with clips on the side, into which the
grid leak is pressed. The other side of the grid condenser goes to one of
the terminals of the loop cord, the other loop cord tip going to the beginning
of the secondary of the coil. In this case the coil is a familiar type used in
the 3- circuit tuner. The loop may be turned in the direction of the desired
station by rotating the dial until the broad side of the loop is at right angles
to the station. For the loop to be effective it should be tuned by a variable
condenser. Most loops require a 23 -plate condenser, although some cover the
band on 17 plates. This arrangement is good particularly with regenerative
sets, although it will work with any other (except straight crystal set), the
loop being in the grid lead of the aerial circuit.
(Foto Topics.) THE proud owner of a well-built 1 -tube set used attached spiderweb is
his Ultra Audion.

a radio

radio

[hove is
city.

IN THE WEE SMA'

:- IOURS,

this amateur is getting real DX by lamplight, showing that modern improvennents don't help DX any.
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5,000 Watt Station for Crosley
WHAT'S WRONG HERE?
THE wiring

in the accompanying diagram is wrong. If you find what you
think is the error, write to Wrong Diagram

A-

At

Editor, RADIO WORLD, 1493 Broadway, New
York City. Mention Wrong Diagram
No. 20.

The names of those sending in the correct
answers will be published.

DOLL AND CARROUGHER JOIN
MANUFACTURING COMPANY
THE Electrical Products Manufacturing Corn pany, of Providence, R. I., and New York
City, telephone, radio and general electrical products, has added Clarence E. Doll, formerly associated with the management of the Pacent Electric Company, of New York City, and V. A. Car rougher, who was also affiliated with the latter
concern, to their forces. Mr. Doll has become
vice - president and Mr. Carrougher sales manager
of the New York office, at 42 Broadway.

Programs
Monday, October 27, Concluded
from page 17
hour. 7-7:30, orch. 8 -8:30, organ recital. 8:30 -10,
Navy Day program. 10.11, band.

Tuesday, October 28
WDAF, Kansas City, 411-3:30 -4 P. M., trio. 55:30, special Hallowe'en program. 5:50 -6, market
gram, weather, time and road report. 6 -7, School
of the Air; the Tell -Me -a -Story Lady; music.
11:45 P. M. to 1 A. M., nighthawk frolic.
WBAP, Ft. Worth, Tex., Star -Telegram, 4769:30-10:45, Hawaiian
7:30 -8:30 P. M., concert.
music.
WLW, Cincinnati, 423 -10:45 A. M., weather and
business. 1:30 P. M., busines reports. 3, market
reports. 4, lesson in "ILO," the international
language; talk, "City Charter Amendment proposed"; followed by program. 10, concert program;
other features to be announced. 11 :30, Crosley
Arabian Nights orch.
KGO, Oakland, Calif., 312--1:30 P. M., stock reports and weather. 4-5:30, concert orch. 6:45,
stock reports, weather, S. F. produce news, baseball scores and news items. 8 P. M., concert.
10 P. M. to 1 A. M., dance music.
CKAC, Montreal, Can., 425-7 P. M., kiddies'
stories. 7:30, orch.
KGW, Portland, Ore., 492 -11:30 A. M., weather.
12:30 P. M., concert. 5, children's program. 7:15,
markets, weather, news bulletins and police reports. 8, agricultural lecture. 8:30, concert.
WWJ, Detroit, 517 -8 A. M., setting -up exercises. 9:30, special talk. 9:45, pianist and popular songster. 10:25, weather. 11:55, time. 12
Noon, music. 3 P. M., orch. 3:50, weather. 3:55,
market reports. 7, orch.; contralto.
KPO, San Francisco, 423-12 M., time; reading
Scripture. 1 -2 P. M., orch. 4:30 -5:30 orch. 5:306:30, children's hour. 7 -7 :30, orch. 8 -10. Program
by Olympic Club. 10-11, band.
WBZ, Springfield, Mass., 337 -11:55 A. M., time;
weather; market reports. 6:30 P. M., orch. 7,
market report. 7:10, world market report. 7:30,
bedtime story. 7:40. orch. 8, "Eternal Youth."
8:15, violin recital. 9:55, time; weather; soprano
recital. 11:55, organ program.
-

Wednesday, October 29
KGO, Oakland, Calif., 312-1:30 P. M., N. Y. and
S. F. stock reports and weather. 3, musical program. 4 -5:30, concert orch. 6:45, stock reports,
weather, S. F. produce news, baseball scores and
news items.
KFI, Loa Angeles, 469 -5.5:30 P. M., news bulletins. 5:306, news bulletins. 6:45 -7:30, detective
stories and orch. 7:30 -8, recital. 8 -9, program
Evening Herald. 9 -10. program Examiner studio.

dramatic program. 11 -12, orch.
WDAF, Kansas City, Mo., 411- 3:30 -4:30 P. M.,
trio. 5:50.6, marketgram, weather, time and road
report. 6-7, School of the Air; the Tell -Me -a -Story
10 -11,

ABOUT Christmas -time the new WLW
station will open. It will be capable
of 5 kilowatt transmission. A few years
ago Powel Crosley, J r., opened up his first
broadcasting station of 5 watts. Power
was gradually increased until now it is
necessary to remove the station outside
the city limits so that there will be no
interference while WLW is on the air.
Only after a careful survey of the surrounding country was it decided to erect
the two 200 -foot antenna towers on the
top of a hill overlooking Cincinnati. From
the top of the towers a view of three
States may be had. A special house is
being erected for the resident operators
so that the station may be called into action on a moment's notice. The station
from an architectural viewpoint is highly
pleasing.
It is claimed that the new station will be
heard regularly in every State in the
Union as well as often on the other side
of the Atlantic. A similar station, built
for experimental use, was heard in Cape
Town, South Africa. The station will be
in keeping with the methods of Mr. Crosley and his company.

ORIGIN OF
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WHAT does this rebus represent?
Send answer to Rebus Editor, R. \DIO
WORLD, 1493 Broadway, New York City.

The names of those sending the solution
will be published.

H. P. Buck, Northern Trust Co., Chicago.
H. A. Cassini, 2292 B St. Hubert St., Montreal,
Canada.

THE non -oscillating reflexed regenera-

WLS REACHES OUT 2,400 MILES
made the longest journey of its history.
Lient. L. E. Edwards, stationed at Chilkoot
Banks, Hames, Alaska, 2,400 miles away, tuned
in on the program of the Sears - Roebuck Agricultural Foundation's station on the evening of
September 19.

Lady; music. 8 -9:15, program. 11:45 P. M. to 1
A. M., nighthawk frolic.
WHO, Des Moines, Ia., 526-7:30 -9 P. M., musical
program Radio orch.
CKAC, Montreal, Can., 425 -1 :45 P. M., concert.
4, weather and stock market reports.
KGW, Portland, Ore., 492 -11:30 A. M., weather.
12:30 P. M., concert. 5, children's program. 7:15,
markets, weather, news bulletins and police reports. 8, concert. 10, dance music.
KFAE, Pullman, Wash., 330 -7:30 P. M., cello
and saxophone solos; baritone solos; poultry
management in Nov.; readings.
KGW, Portland, Ore., 492-11:30 A. M., weather.
10 P. M., dance music.
WWJ, Detroit, 517-8 A. M., setting-up exercises. 9:30, "To- night's Dinner." 9:45, Public
Health Service bulletins. 10:25, weather. 11:55,
time. 12M., music. 3 P. M., orch. 3:50, weather.
3:55, market reports. 7, orch.; baritone.
WBZ, Springfield, Mass, 337 -11:55 A. M., time;
weather; market report. 6 P. M., concert by
trio. 7, market report. 7:10, information concerning Civil Service examinations. 7:30, Bedtime story. 7:40, concert by trio; pianist. 8:15,
Jewish program. 9:55, time; weather. 10. baritone recital. 11, orch. 11:30, songs. 11:45. orch.
KPO, San Francisco, 423-12 M., time; reading
of Scripture. 1 -2 P. M., orch. 2:30 -3:30, orch.
4:30-5:30, orch. 5:30 -6:30, orch.

WBZ, Springfield, Mass.. 337-11:55 A. M..
time; weather; market report. 6, ensemble. 6:30.
songs. 6:40, orch. 7, market report. 7:10, "At
the Theatres." 7:30, bedtime story. 7:45. musical concert. 8:15, talk on astronomy. 8:45, readings. 9, concert (trio). 9:55, time; weather. 10,
concert (violinist); (lyric soprano).
WWJ, Detroit, 517-8 A. M., setting -up exercises. 9:30, special talk. 9:45. Public Health Service bulletins. 10:25, weather. 11:55, time. 12
M., music.. 3 P. M., orch. 3:50 weather. 3:55,
market reports. 7, orch.; soprano. 10, dance
music.
KPO., San Francisco, 423-12 M., time. 1 -2 P.
M., orch. 2:30 -5:30, orch. 5:30 -6:30, children's
hour. 7 -7:30, orch. 8-9, organ recital. 9 -10.
pianist program.

tive set published in the October 11
issue of RADIO WORLD, the article by
Brewster Lee, is the 2 -tube knock -out set
of the "Radio Broadcast" series.

Thursday, October 30
WDAF, Kansas City, 411- 3:30 -4:30 P. M., trio.
5:50 -6, Marketgram, weather forecast, time signal
and road report. 6 -7, school of the air; address;
the Tell -Me -a -Story Lady; music. 11:45 -1, Nighthawk Frolic.
WLW, Cincinnati, 423 -10:45 A. M., weather
and business reports. 1:30 P. M., business reports. 3, market reports. 4, Lesson in "ILO."
8,
the Viginia Entertainers, popular music;
special program from College of Music. 9, concert and entertainment. 11:30, Crosley Arabian
Nights.
KFI, Los Angeles, 469-5 -5:30 P. M., news.
5.6, bulletins. 6:45 -7, lecture. 7 -8, baritone. 8-9,
orch. 9 -10, Examiner program. 10 -11, dramatic

soporano.
KGO, Oakland, Cal., 312-1:30 P. M., N. Y.
and S. F. stock reports and weather. 4-5:30,
concert orch. 6:45, final reading. stock reports,
weather, S. F. produce news, baseball scores and
news items. 8, "Tarnish." 10 -1, dance music.
CKAC, Montreal, 425-4 P. M., weather and
stock market reports. 7:45. talk. 8. special en-

tertainment.
KGW, Portland, Ore., 492 -11:30 A. M.,
weather. 12:30 P. M., concert. 5, children's program. 7:15, market, weather, news bulletins and
police reports.
WBAP, Ft. Worth Tex. -7:30 -8:30 P. M., Quartet Music Company. 9:30. 10:45, Chamber of
Commerce program broadcast by remote control from Marlin, Tex.
WLW, Cincinnati, O., 423 -10:45 A. M., weather
forecast and business. 1:30 P. M., business reports. 3, market reports. 4, lesson in French;
piano solos; recital. 10, message from the United
States Civil Service. 10:30, popular program.
11 :30, Crosley Arabian
10:30. concert program.
Nights.

WLS

Friday, October

31

CNRM, Montreal, Can., 440 -The C N R mixed
quartette; address by Boulter, Secretary, Prince

Edward Island Potato Growers' Association, "The
Rise and Development of the Seed Potato Industry
of Prince Edward Island "; baritone solo, A. Fry;
Jock Hunter; recitation, Mildred Page; tenor
solo, J. A. Brawn.
KGO, Oakland, Cal, 312 -1:30 P. M., stock reports, weather; 3, musical program. 4-5:30,
Ferrera Concert Orch.
6:45, stock reports,
weather, produce news, baseball scores, news.
WBAP, Ft. Worth, Tex. 476-7:30-8:30 P. M.,
musical program by Mrs. I#. E. Nash. 9:30- 10:45,
Walter Collins Fiddlers.
WLW, Cincinnati, 423 -10:45 A. M., weather,
business reports. 1:30 P. M., market reports. 3,
stock quotations. 4, French lesson; musical recital.

KFI, Los Angeles, 469-5-5:30 P. M., news.
news.
6:45 -8, organ.
8 -9.
Evening
Herald program. 9-10. studio program. 10 -11,
vocal concert. 11 -12, Ambassador Hotel orch.
WHO, Des Moines, Ia., 526-7:30-8:15 P. M.,
musical program; pianist, baritone, guitar, banjo
and mandolin artists.
KGW., Portland, Ore., 492-11:30 A. M.,
weather.
12:30 P. M.. concert.
5, children's
Hallowe'en program. 7:15, markets, weather,
news, police reports. 8, popular lecture. 10:30,
Hoot Owls orch.
WDAF, Kansas City, 411 -3:30-4:30 P. M., trio.
5:50 -6, marketgram, weather, time, road report.
6 -7, School of the Air: The Tell -Me -a -Story Lady.
8-9:30, orch. 11:45 P. M. to 1 A. M., Nighthawk
Frolic.
CKAC, Montreal, 429-1:45 P. M. concert. 4,
weather and stock market reports. 4:30. Ilo
5:30 -6,

lessons.

OFFICIAL LIST OF
STATIONS
Complete, Accurate, Up -to -date
Send 15 cents for copy of Radio World,
issue of Oct. 18, to Radio World, 1493
Broadway, New York City.
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The Radio Trade

Literature Wanted
THE

names of readers of RADIO WORLD
who desire literature from radio jobbers
and dealers, are published in RADIO
WORLD, on request of the reader. Tie

blank below may

Head Sets Outnumber
Loud Speaker Sets by
3 to 1 in Manufacture
Tube Sets Lead Crystal Kind 4
2,601,575 Tubes Manuto
factured, 1923 Census
Shows

1-

WASHINGTON.
THE Department of Commerce announced that, according to the data

collected at the biennial census of manufacturers, 1923, radio apparatus to the
value of $43,460,676 was manufactured
during the year for sale as such.
This total includes 1,889.614 head sets,
valued at $5,352,441; 508,001 loud speakers,
valued at $5,620,961 ; 414,588 receiving sets
of the tube type, valued at $12,065,992, and
116,497 receiving sets of the crystal type,
valued at $550,201, together with the other
items.
The manufacture of 2,601,575 radio
tubes, valued at $4,572,251, was reported
separately. A part of these tubes were
sold to manufacturers to complete receiving sets (and their value is therefore included in the total value of such sets, as
given above) and the remainder were sold
to individual purchasers for use in the
construction of home -made sets.
THE NEED OF EFFICIENT CONTAINERS
THE Folding Box Manufacturers National As-

sociation, educational in its scope, has for its
prime object the production of artistic containers
on a large scale and at a minimum of cost. It is
also cooperating with the Department of Commerce and the U. S. Chamber of Commerce to
eliminate waste everywhere throughout the industry and so to standardize packages as to reach
the most economical scheme of production. Radio
apparatus manufacturers, radio supply jobbers,
radio mail order houses and dealers are all interested in carton work. The cartons are artistically printed in colors, sometimes one or two, but
frequently three, four or five, and bearing the
brand name or trade mark of the manufacturer
of the particular product concerned. An attractive container is considered a very important link
in successful merchandizing. The Association
will make an imposing display of carton work at
the Third Annual National Radio Exposition to
point out the desirability of improving the quality
of containers used for the various apparatus.

Coming Events
18 -25.-Radio Show, Philadelphia.
20 -27-Radio Show, Montreal, Can.
NOV. 3 -8 -Third Annual National Radio Exposition, Grand Central Palace, New York City,
under auspices of American Radio Exposition Co.,
522 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C. Annual National Radio
Convention in conjunction with show.
NOV. I1 -14- Wisconsin Radio Exposition, afil-

OCT.
OCT.

waukee.

NOV. 18 -23- Chicago Radio Fair. They advertise
"all apace sold."
NOV. 24 TO 38, INCLUSIVE -International
Radio Week.

DEC. 1 -7- Newark Radio Fair.
DEC. 1 TO 8, INCLUSIVE- Boston Radio Exposition, Mechanics Building, Boston.

Trade Review
Acme 4 -Tube Reflex
THE Gabe Radio Co., 1261 Broadway, New York
City, is making up for all purchasers of Acme
Kitsets ordered from them the set completely
wired and assembled in a fine mahogany cabinet,
ready to operate. This set works on a loop,

(Continued on next page)

or

be

used, or a post

letter will do instead.

Service Editor,
Radio World,
1493 Broadway, New York City.
I desire to receive radio literature.

Name
City or town
State

Damron, Box 35, Borderland, W. Va.
Lammert, 71 Broadway, New York City.
F. W. Rabrer, Anniston, Ala.
A. M. Beritinger, 2465 Woodbine St., Brooklyn,
N. Y.
C. Monneuse, 262 Crescent St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
J. C. Sylvester, 68 Osslpee Rd., West Somerville, Mass.
Roy J. Zimmerman, Pine Grove, Pa.
F. H. Heath, 28 Richton Ave., Highland Park,
Mich.
William Cause, N2, Hempstead, N. Y.
Geo. D.
C.

939A 9th
Dallas, Texas.
Bogart, Ga.
Enright Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
Warren L. Wilkenson, Coatesville, Pa.
Axel E. Nelson, Gramm, Wyo.
J. Jendritza, Fargo, N. D.
Boekler, Redfield, S. D.
L. J. Lindell, 1060 Stuart Bldg., Seattle, Wash.
Lloyd Hickman, Cellet, Ill.
Roy C.

R. M. Homer, 5085

J. W. Langdon, 115 Scotville Way, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania.
Plumas Eureka Mines Co., Johnsville, Cal.
Clyde Fetter, Pine Grove, Pa.
M. S. Hail, Pine Grove, Pa.
H. A. Bringoll, Brimerton, Wash.
T. H. Bridgewater, 48 9th Ave., Toronto, Can.
T. H. Warshaw, 7841 Lowe Ave., City, Ill.
E. Winslow Baxter, 49A Arlington Rd., Woburn, Mass.
John J. Kasul, 713 Belmont Ave., 2nd Apt,
Chicago, Ill.
Robert Klebe, 1117 Garden St., Ft. Wayne, Ind.
Henry T. Schroeder, 1424 Whitney Bldg., New
Orleans, La.
Kenneth Huskins, Dayton, R. R. No. 1, Yarmouth Co., Nova Scotia.
Karl Hedeen, 1821 Keystone Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Mrs. Eurma Mesla, 73 Madison St., Geneva, N.Y.
Harold P. Palmer, Osceola, South Dakota.
Tack Morgan, 152 Glenurban Ave., Battle Creek,,
Mich.
H. Bun Colum, Glens Falls, N. Y.
Herbert A. Moses, 7 Leslie Pl., West Somer-

ville, Mass.

G. W. Pugh, Garrett, Kentucky.
Douglass J. Roe, 5401 W. Division

New Corporations
Priess Radio Corp., N. Y. C., equipment; 10.000
shares, common, no par value. H. Bngdish, E. F.
Meisler, C. Schlitt. Attorneys, Fisher & Deimel,
331 Madison Ave.,
Liberty Radio Stores Corp., N. Y. C. (Delaware
corp.), manufacture equipment; $1,000,000. Registrar & Transfer Co.)
Radio Securities Corp., N. Y. C.; J. Rice, D. E.
Hurwitz, J. B. Arnoff. Attorneys, Nieman &
Rice, 160 Broadway.

CAPITAL INCREASE

Grimes Radio Engineering Co., N. Y. C., $25,000
to $100,000.

DISSOLUTION
Dreadnaught Storage Battery Co., Depew, N. Y.

cud

cago,

Ill.

St., Chi-

H. Sund. 2215 94th Ave., Oakland, Cal.
Emmet Critchlow, 2107 92nd Ave., Oakland, Cal.
Russell Morris, 1702 Market St., Oakland, Cal.
W. C. Heinlein, 310 W. 12Qth St., New York
City.
Edmund Nesbit, Decatur, Ala.
Simon Kline, Barcelona, S. Y. Calle de Pedralbes
7, Spain.
W. S. Budd, 5326 Bewick Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Halton Weatherbee, 32 42nd St., Corona, L. I.,
New York.
R. R. Spears, 63 East Ave., Utica, N. Y.
Louis F. Meyer, P. 0. Box 252, Broad Brook,
Conn.
D. Glenn Davis, 1824 Sinclair St., Ft Wayne,
Indiana.
D. P. Srhuchard, 250 Bernard Ave., Tottenville,
S. I., N. Y.
H. T. Tandherg, Weldon, Sask. (Dealer.)
Arthur E. Deck. 79 Box Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.
S. Soler, Box 1724, Havana, Cuba.
Gen.
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A THOUGHT FOR THE WEEK
It takes more skill to operate a
set well than to construct one
poorly.

The

Radio Woman
Her activites at work and at
play bring her in contact with the
most absorbing phases of life,
through her set.
(Keystone)

KMIP

,

THE LINK CONNECITNG
RADIO FAN, DEALER,
JOBBER , DISTRIBUTOR
AND MANUFACTURER.
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HAVE YOU a little radio in your home? Even
an opera singer has, and that is a tribute to
quality reception obtainable these days. She appears to be enjoying every minute, too. Listening
to another opera singer, do you think? Anyway,
this radio woman's face beams with entrancement.
She turns the dial as readily as she would take
a bow at the opera.

TRADE REVIEW

OCTOBER 25, 1924

The Super -Power Obsession
T the Third National Radio
Conference, held in Wash11 ington, David Sarnoff, vice president, stated that the R. C. A.
was ready to build a 50-kilowatt
broadcasting station on the outskirts
of New York City. A 50,000 -watt
station operation even 100 miles
from New York might blanket an
area of more than 200 miles.
The limit is now 1,000 watts.
WNYC, for instance, is now operating under this power. Cutting
through a station like that to get
DX is not easy. Now imagine a
station of fifty times the power
Secretary Hoover says that "there
will be no monopoly of the air."
Maybe the 50,000 -watt idea will remain on paper. The small stations
objected to it, so did many other
interested parties. Some conferees
objected, then reconsidered and
they became willing to let the test
be made -but only as a test. What
that test will prove seems clear.
!

(Continued from preceding page)
which is furnished, and being reflexed, does the
work of six tubes. It gives the utmost in selec
tivity, and in good locations, brings in stations
1,000 miles and over. It is operated on one control. It is doubly guaranteed, both by the Acme
Apparatus Co. and the Gabe concern, and every
part in the set is a genuine piece of Acme appar-

atus.

(Tested and approved by

RADIO WORLD.)

The Filk -oWeak

Company, of Harrisburg,
of the Filk -o-Stat, the
carbon- compressed rheostat, also are marketing
a fool-proof -grid -leak known as the Filk -o -Leak.
The instrument is designed for panel mounting,
using a single drilled hole. The leads from the
leak are brought out from the back of the panel.
The two terminals are made so as to allow the
placing of a mica grid condenser on the leak,
thus eliminating two extra wires. A peep -hole
is provided on the front of the instrument for
determining the amount of the resistance in circuit. Turn a knob and a number appears, showThe Filk -o -Leak is hand
ing the resistance!
calibrated.
(Tested and approved by RADIO WORLD)
DX Instrument
THE
Pa., manufacturers

Carter Vernier ofRheostat
markets

Carter Radio
THE
an exceedingly

Company,
Chicago,
compact and well engineered
vernier rheostat. It is paneled mounted by means
of a one -hole lock -nut affair, also by means of
three set screws, if it is so desired. It has a remarkably even, continuons motion throughout a
330 -degree rotation.
It has a positive, phosphor
bronze connection, clock -spring fashion, that insures permanent contact, eliminating the possibility of noisy connection due to a worn contact.
(Tested and approved by RADIO WORLD)

ONE OF the marvelous women of the age, blind
and deaf, Helen Keller, recently started a national drive for radio for poor, blind children.
Miss Keller realizes the blessing that radio is
to the blind. Born also mute, she finally mastered
speech by her great will.

.

Big Demand for Space
at N.
C. Exposition
During Election Week
remarkable development in.. the
for 1925 is forecast in the reservations for space already made by leading radio
manufacturers and distributors of sets, supplies
and accessories for the Third Annual National
Radio Exposition, Grand Central Palace, New
York City, November 3 to 8 inclusive, said Harold
Bolster, director of the Exposition. He added:
"The fact that the exposition this year will be
held during Election Week will make New York
City the Mecca for radio dealers from every part
of the country.
"It is our purpose to make the exposition not
only the occasion for the display of the new
wares of the industry to the public, but also a
forum for the discussion of plans and prospects
by manufacturers, jobbers and retailers. The
period set apart for the show is especially favorable for this purpose.
"We have set aside the time between 11 a. m.
and I p. m. daily during the week of the show
for the meeting of executives, salesmen and engi
neers of the industry. The public will not be admitted during these periods, in order that exhibitors may meet and talk with visiting members of the trade free from distraction."
The arrangements made for exhibitors at the
Third Annual National Radio Exposition were set
forth in detail by J. C. Johnson, General Manager. Both the main and mezzanine floors have
been made available for the use of exhibitors.
Exhibitors will share in the proceeds of the
event to the extent of 50 per cent. of the net
profits. The division will be made in proportion
to space.
Admission will be fifty cents, children's tickets
30 cents. Set building and assembling contests for
school children will be held.
of

APERIOD
radio industry
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How Do Your Wife
and Radio Get Along?
The Radio Widow Is No More
for Women Are Fans

Extraordinary

By Richard Barton Hill
you a wife and a radio in your
HAVE
If so, how do they get
home?
along? Are they sworn enemies, as the
jokesmiths would have us believe? Does
the wife spend two-thirds of her time
protesting against the home being turned
into a laboratory and workshop, picking
up solder and wires from the parlor floor
and wiping up battery acid from the
library table?
No. Not any more. Nowadays friend
wife is as much interested as the husband
in the wizardry and blessings of radio.
Why shouldn't she be? Radio's place
is in the home, generally speaking, and in
the great majority of American homes,
wives are in a position to enjoy radio
even more than the men folk.
Women are more dependent than men
upon the radio to keep them in touch with
the outside world and to bring them the
good things of music, lectures, home decoration, fashions, public addresses and all
the other cultural and entertainment features with which the radio has enriched
modern home life. Furthermore the
woman has more time to listen in between
tasks (yes, I hear the dissent) than the
average husband whose leisure is largely
confined to the evening hours.
Radio has a universal appeal for all
classes of women, whether housewife or
lady of leisure. There is always a program in the air somewhere which will
appeal to her or to her guests. It is rapidly assuming an indispensable place in
the home. To women in homes remote
from urban centers it is little short of a
necessity.
The main reason why radio has become
so popular with women is that it is no
longer a complicated maze of wires and
controls such as she used to see her husband struggle with in the early days when
he strewed the house with paraphernalia
and profanity. Circuits have been developed which require fewer operations
and controls than ever before.
The "radio widow," who supposedly sits
home and mopes and mourns while her
husband neglects her and all her outside
social life to listen to the radio, is a new
stock in trade for the jokesmith. But already it is evident that such "widows" seldom exist except in the funny pictures.
In the average family one would be
more likely to find the women as ardently
interested in the radio as the men. If
there is any real rivalry with the radio,
the man is more apt to be the loser than
the woman. A sales agent of the Bristol
Company confessed to me the other day
that on a recent trip he took his set along
with him. He had been gone only a few
days before he received a letter from his
wife. "Please send the set back right
away," she wrote, "though you may stay
as long as you like. Love and kisses from
Mamie."
BRAINARD FOOTE-noted radio authority, describes his favorite receiver in Radio World, issue
of October 18. One stage of impedance RF, one
transformer RF stage, crystal detector and two
audio stages. Four tubes. Great quality set
Send 15 cents for copy of issue or start your subscription with that number. Radio World, 1493
Broadway, N. Y. C.

"ADDING ONE STAGE OF AF" explained in
Radio World, issue of Oct. 18. Send 15 cents.
Radio World, 1493 Broadway, N. Y. C.

The
Radio Primer
(Concluded from page 13)

page. In the case of the variometer,
however, minimum will be at 180 degrees
or at 100 on the dial.
A split variometer is one in which the
two windings are kept separate, that is,
not joined end to end. Hence the split
variometer is really a variocoupler and,
like it, has four terminals. A tapped
variometer is one in which a connection is
made to the set from the point where the
stator and rotor windings are joined.
Connections are made also to the two
variometer may be said to have three
connecting points. A variometer is never
tapped at more than the one point. The
variocoupler, alone among variable inductances, has a series of taps.
A variometer may be placed in series
with the plate lead of a detector tube.
That makes the set regenerative, the feedback from plate to grid being accomplished through the self -capacity of the
tube elements.
A variometer, using as a tuning element in a detector or radio -frequency
amplifying circuit gives greater signal
strength than a variocoupler or an RF
transformer, which consists of two coils
on the same tubing, one the primary, the
other the secondary. This is because
conductive or direct transfer of energy is
greater than by mutual inductance, where
the energy has to pass through the air to
the adjoining coil.
Another feature of the variometer is
that the magnetic fields created, the electrical energy flowing in a restricted area
about the windings, may be returned to
each other either in a positive or negative
manner. When both fields are flowing in
the same direction the mutual inductance
is positive.
If the dial is correctly
mounted, as explained heretofore, the
positive fields would be represented by
the 180° variation from 0 to 100, shown
also by the black arrow, (Fig. 3). The
negative mutual inductance is represented
by the dotted line. Usually little difference is noticeable whether positive or negative mutual inductance is used. The
stations that come in at certain dial readings, like 30, 50, etc., will also come in at
corresponding points on the unnumbered
part of the dial. The negative or reverse
flow when used in a detector plate circuit
gives the Superdyne effect of counter
electro- motive force, as it is called.

Construction Course
at Iowa State College
ARADIO construction course will be
given at Iowa State College, beginning at 1:00 p. m., Monday, November
17, and closing at 12:00 o'clock Saturday, November 22. This course is open
to anyone interested in radio who wishes
to spend a week on the construction of a
receiving set. There are no fees of any
kind for the course, the only requirement
being that each person furnish the parts
necessary for the set he decides to build.
The course is under the Engineering Extension Department, Iowa State College,
Ames, Iowa. Personal attendance is necessary. This is not a broadcast feature
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Vacuum Tubes
THESE Amplifier and Detector Tubes are a most
important contribution to the
efficiency of radio reception.
As radio frequency amplifiers
Magnavox Type A Tubes are especially useful, having less than
one -half the internal capacity of
ordinary tubes.
The Magnavox Detector Tube
is free from microphonic noises
and will operate without a grid
leak.

Type A and Type D- Six -volt storage
battery tubes with standard base $5.00
Magnavox Radio Products are sold
bygood dealers everywhere. Catalog
on request.

THE
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COMPANY
New York: 350 West 31st Street
San Francisco: 274 Brannan St.
Canadian Distributors : Perkins Electric Limited,

Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg
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The Wonders of the 3- Circuit Set
RESULTS EDITOR:

IREAD

in RADIO WORLD a letter from
a fan in the Middle West who said
that he had built a 3- circuit tuner as rec-

WANTED
Representatives, jobbers. dealers in every Clty,
County. State and Country (etrrespeademe eaaOdentle!,, to handle our new line of radio reeetring bets -The Ultra Bynehrodyne VII and The
Purace VIII.
Something worth your while.
Stealers Perpetual Radio Bulb lags.

THE STANLEY RADIO COMPANY
Ammo

2947 Lorain

Ohmslaad, Olds

RADIO CABINETS

Shipped knock -dews. Eva joint fitted.
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Radio Cabinet

1504 Vide St., Philadelphia.
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The "Goode"
Two - o - One

A

ommended by your magazine and that he
thought it was a "wow." When he said
that, he said a lot, but he didn't tell all
the story. Just to show you what that
3- circuit baby can do you have to try it
in Providence. There are four local stations here, 261, 273, 286 and 360 meters
respectively. As a rule when any two of
them are on the air one will interfere with
the other.
It so happened that on last Tuesday
night the whole caboodle of them were
on at once for a few minutes and three
were on together for over an hour. It is
a safe bet that the crystal sets had a poor
time of it.
I live within a mile of all of the stations. With this little set using an Acme
low -loss condenser, a Bradleystat and one
201A tube with an indoor aerial, I repeatedly tuned in first one and then another without getting a peep of interference, although the difference in the
dial settings for the three lower stations
was so slight that I had to use the vernier. The volume from each with the
one tube was sufficient to operate the
speaker. As DX comes in nice and
pretty, what more could I ask for?
V. C. SLATTERY,
Providence, R. I.
The reference is to the following letter
published in the October 4 issue:
"Having completed the 3- circuit hookup by Hernian Bernard in the August 2
issue, and finding it a 'wow' and performing to queen's taste, I wish to compliment you.
"H. W. HARMAN.
"537 12th Ave., Wauwatosa, Wis."
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This book wilibele you
get morel Ittella how to
get greatest DXt clenrebteig
pals; most volume.

it brings you
this book.
p

Narrisbmg, Pa.
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The Ultimate Radio Receiver

THE FLEX - 0 - DYNE CO.
1674 Broadway (At 52nd St.)
New York, N. Y.
Circle

4599

GETS THE STATION

I

MICROTOR
atlsitaimal
Cendnsen sad
Cootrel et

Rotors

Dltlslen at MICROTOR Knob turns Rater
1.5400 Revolution.
Controls standard dials to and including 4e
Easy. Universal application.
50e Postpaid. on receipt of ash.
MANUFACTURERS' g. INVENTORS' ELECTRIC
1

di

COMPANY

Distributors write for terms.

aSolid

Dept. RW

Just Out!

MCA.

its

Now

Vert City

Second Year!

Caber

SPEd i.
INTRODUCTORY PRICE

DY
MAIL
ONLY

$2.39
Postpaid

For a limited time only, and to introduce this
new and superior Storage "B" Radio Battery to
the Public, we are selling it for $4.00. Regular
Retail Price is $6.00. You save $2.00 by ordering
NOW. A finer battery cannot be built than the

"B" Battery
World Storage
CELLS-24 VOLTS)
To ten million home. with Radio Sets -and to countless millions of prospective buyers -this WORLD Storage "S" Battery brings a new coi.caption of battery economy sod Performance. Here is a batters, thrt PHYS for itself in a few weekswill last for yearsad can e recharged at a negligible coot.
And you save $5.00 by ordennp now.

ASuperior-8 Battery
soiiátx"t°bbeci áé
and
in. x I in. x1-4 to.
of

QUARTER AMPERE
AMPLIFIERDETECTOR

RADIO TUBE
GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
All "GOODE" Tubes Sold Direct to tits
Consumer-No Dealer Profits.

ONE-"Goode"
Detector -Amplifier.

$2.39

THREE- "Goode"

$6`

2
tLr
A

Detector-Amplifiers tCCU
(All Postage Prepaid)
The "Goode" Two -o -One A Tube amplifies
or detects. It is a quarter ampere, five volts,

standard hase silvered tube.
Send express or postal money order or New
York draft to-

The Goode Tube Corporation
Incorporated

KENTUCKY

RADIO DEALER

YEAR BOOK
Season 1924 -1925
A complete directory and catalogue of the entire radio in-

SAVE $2.00 BY ORDERENG NOW!

dustry.
Listing manufacturers of radio
parts, sets and accessories by
their products, showing full address and list prices.
The most complete compilation
of radio information ever made.

NEUTRODYNE KIT $19.75

Single copies $1.00 or FREE with a
year subscription to The Radie
Dealer, tlse trade monthly.

é while idle, at constant voltage.
It holds its
You will find this battery a boon to long distance smooths'.
It does away with a great many noises so often blamed on
"static." Mail your order todo,

IIII1110IIII11IIllllp

The

(12

ti.s heavy duty 21
plates
plenty
Extra heavy glass jars allow read,
ton of charge.
charge
corrupt.

OWENSRCRO

9lling$

29 -31 Gold Street

Le Ton cfargent

j

aelz_

SEND NO MONEY

Just state number of batteries wanted and we v,lll ship dey
order is
EXTRA
ffter examinintr batteries. 6
15.00VePa
I

p

nt discount for cash m full well order. Send your order

NOW and save ;2.00.

WORLD BATTERY COMPANY

Makers of th. fa
World Radio Ar .Storage Batterie
1219 S. Wabash Ave., Dept. 82, Chicago, Ill.

tit of 'teemed Neutrodyne parts Including
',snot. tube sockets. rheostats. jack. died sondeasere
and grid leak.
Neutrnformere complete with variable
e,ndeneere and neutrodoru. Seery part Included even
t,, serewe and wire. Easy read plane.
Complete

Send No Money

Pay the Postman

HELENA

RADIO SURPLUS

Send all orders to the
publishers

Order by Postcard

STORES

MONTANA

"ONE STAGE OF RF AHEAD OF THE 3CIRCUIT TUNER," by Herman Bernard. Send
15 cents for the October 18 issue of RADIO
WORD, or start your subscription with that
number. RADIO WORLD, 1493 Broadway, New
York City.

THE RADIO DEALER
1133

Broadway

New York City

CRAM'S LATEST POCKET MAP in 3 colors,
with 16 -page log, 40c. The Columbia Print, 1493
Broadway, N. Y. C.
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The Loop for Reception
NOT all radio receiving sets can operate with a loop instead of an outside
antenna, and not all sets which can use
a loop get the best results with it, due
to location or shielding. But when a loop
can be used, and where no special difficulties arise because of locatk,n or other
unusual circumstances, loop reception offers advantages. Most aerials pick up
the most energy from the direction in
which the aerial is pointed. This peculiar
property of an aerial is taken advantage
of in a loop, which can be rotated at will,
thereby increasing the amount of energy
from the station desired and decreasing
that from the station not desired.
The benefit of the directional effect can
be obtained with a loop in a few seconds.
Static is not yet conquered, but the loop
controls or minimizes it. A loop will not
pick up a large amount of static, which
an outside aerial does.
If a loop is used only one control may
be required. By turning a single dial the
operator can select stations at will without further adjustments. Women appreciate the advantages of a loop, because

they are sightly.
Loops make it easier to locate the causes
of trouble in a set when such develop.
Wherever a loop can be used, there is
very much to recommend it over an outside aerial. Even when distance is desired, sets operating on a loop and having
efficient, low-loss condensers get exceedingly satisfactory results. It is not

Telephone

$1.00
O

V., t

LOW
LOSS
EA TUNERS
MAKE
3 -TUBE RIVAL AN 8 -TUBE SUPER
NO METAL -HEAVY WIRE
A

WOUND ON AIR.
Why miss all the advantages of perfect
radio reception, true radio economy and
general efficiency? Buy Original Globe
Coils for better results!
Change your set into a Low Loss and
get Exceptional and Efficient Response.
Old type coils with metal parts, small wire
and wound on tubing are obsolete. Insist on Globe and get the best.

practically everlasting.
7-It Is ALWAYS READY-no adjustments
of ANY kind needed.
3-As good looking as it is efficient High
nickel- plated throughout, and attractiv.ly
designed. It enhances the appearance el
any set
E
g-- Constructed so that it L thoroughly

hold -up, rowdies, etc. with
this clever cigarette case
of light weight metal. Looks
exactly like the real thing! Pull
the trigger, back flies the lid
showing your cigarettes. Lots

friends. and a great
protector. Sold exclusively by us. PAY POSTMAN $1.79 on dePat. Pending
8
plus postage,
Money back if not satisfied.

PATHFINDER CO- De fLM N.0534

225

enlnionewieNSI

lessee fro. /u. 5 ta Sept. 20, 1924, tharsughly Indexed sad ran- Indexed. Send 15 cents
for nosy of Ost.. IS Issue to Radis World,
1493 Broadway. New York City.

SUBSCRIPTION BLANK

RADIO WORLD
RADIO WORLD

1493

Please send me RADIO WORLD for

NINfife .,

TUNER, all circuits tuned; uses
coupler and two variometers. Great for DX and
by Herbert E. Hayden, Radio
Described
volume.
World, issue of Oct. 11. Send 15 cents or start
your subscription with that number. Radio
World, 1493 Broadway, New York City.
TUBELESS SET WORKS LOUD SPEAKER,
by the Rev. Henry A. Judge, S. J., in two parts,
issues of Sept. 13 and 20. Send 30 cents for both
or start your subscription with the Sept. 13 issue.
Radio World, 1493 Broadway, N. Y. C.
3- CIRCUIT

Index to Radio World

FILL OUT AND MAIL NOW

W. 77th St., N. Y. C.

mmSMII lNININII0MINIAg9NNIMiu11H

Sixth Ave.. L%,

AN ALL-AROUND PORTABLE fer Moan. st
Outdoor Use, by Herbert E. Hayden. Three tubes.
Send 15 cents for copy of Aug. 16 issue, or start
your subscription with that number. Radio World,
1493 Broadway, New York City.

Senat
I

fifty Cents for Manual
15 -17 West 18th St., New York
Send

of fun scaring your

VIBRATION -PROOF.
10-Carefully tested, approved and unconditionally guaranteed by its makers.

LEGO CORP,

Standard 3- Circuit Type, $7.00
Short Wave Type,
7.00
Superdyne Type,
8.50

COSMOPOLITAN
PHUSIFORMER

Protect yourself against

of a NEW MATERIAL that edfectively eliminates distorted and interrupted reception, and substitutes clarity
and increased volume.
3- Absolutely 100% sensitive. No searching for sensitive spot.
4 -Glass encased, it is immune from sus
and dust.
5- Especially designed to withstand high
voltage in reflex c rcults.
s--- Solidly constructed throughout, it I.

or

CATALOG OF RADIO & ELECTRICAL BOOKS
sent free on receipt of post card. The Columbia
Print, 1493 Broadway, N. Y.

BROADWAY

Dept. 8, Cor. Fulton St., N.Y.

GLOBE RADIO EQUIPMENT CO.

to replace or wear out.

90c.
$1.06

NEW YORK CITY

ALLIED RADIO CO. DISTRIBUTORS FOR

IMPORTANT FEATURES
READ THEM CAREFULLY

For Sale by All Dealen
Postpaid Insured

Amp. Det.

Royal Mfg. Co.
201

S. T. ASTON & SON

WORTH STRICT

SWEEPING THE COUNTRY -Superdyne Circuit in RADIO WORLD July 5, August 23 and
30.
Send 4k or start your subscription with
any number.

$3.75

Insist on the Original.
*Beware of Imitators.

2-The use

I

us

REGULAR PRICE

Something Entirely Nennt
100% SENSITIVE

E

100 Cards, Mahogany Flalsk or Oak Cabinet, and
Index Weldon.
A Uurel Aasessory to Any sot.
Oleo Nass of Set or Skatete sf Olel Arrangement.
Postpaid se Ro«Irt of Cash or Missy Order.
Ooolr. Writs for Terns

TUBES

For

-No parts

Franklin
2159

HARP

REFLEX & CRYSTAL SETS

1

1924 by
S. T. Aston
de Son

the west coast now and then on a good
four or five -tube reflex sets, says Acme Co.

FIXED DETECTOR

10

S.t

copyright

thought much of a trick nowadays to get

LEGO WONDER

I

Record Your Radio Stations

On RADEX Log Cards to Match Your

please find enclosed $
SUBSCRIPTION RATES:
Single Copy

s .35

1.50
Three Months
3.00
Six Months
6.00
One Year, 52 Issues
Foreign
Year
to
Add $1.00 a
Postage; SOc for Canadian Post-

age.

Broadway, New York City
months, for tvhich

.r
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Stations to Be Reclassified
(Continued from page 12)
today practicable over a large portion of the
United States. It believes that nationwide
broadcasting by interconnection of stations
deserves every encouragement and stimulation, and to that end recommends the appointment by the Secretary of Commerce
of a continuing committee which will give
consideration to the working out of the
necessary plans for its full accomplishment.

in all stations, the other the so- called "super broadcasting" stations.
The conference has been impressed with
the necessity of placing broadcasting upon
such, a basis that it may be of continued
service at all times of the year and all times
of the day, its signals reaching with proper
intensity and clarity all classes of our people.
We must have at all times a special thought

Higher Power
Some confusion has arisen from the general use of the term "higher power," while
as a matter of fact there is a sharp distinction in its significance in two entirely
different fields; one, the increase in power

The New Type 54

S-U-P-E-R-D-Y-N-E

MONOTROL

SPECIALISTS
Our Own

Coils- guaranteed

$6.50
Condensers, Coils and Diagram) 19.50
Complete Parts. Assembled with Diagram
65.00
Superdyne Advice Free.
Mail Orders Solicited.

Kit (Flewelling

WALLACE RADIO COMPANY, Inc.
135

LIBERTY STREET

NEW YORK CITY

GOLD - TONE

(Continued on next page)

S. HAMMER RADIO CO.
303 Atkins Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Please send me FREE Your NEW

RADIO CATALOG

Name

Address
City

-4W

tir6

State
FILL OUT AND MAIL

Complete Three Tube Set

Reg. U. S. Pat. OH.

Grimes Inverse Duplex System

$75.00

The only set that has 3 stages of tuned
radio frequency on one tuning dial.
23 other important improvements.
Write fer booklet ^W." It's FRIES.

Type
Q.T. 720

This high-grade set, complete with tubes,
batteries and loud speaker, only $75.00.
Dials pre- logged, non-radiating bakelite
panel, piano finished mahogany cabinet.
Buy it from your dealer.

SLEEPER RADIO CORPORATION

434 Washington Street

Leas Island Olty. N. Y.

MANUFACTURED BY

PETER J. CONSTANT, Inc.'

THE GOLDEN TONE TUBE
Types 201 -A, WD -12, UV -188

81

$2.59 each
Absolute Guarantee

We guarantee to refund yytt++aarr
money or replace the Gold -Tones
if you are not fully satisfied within 10 days after receipt of same
subject to filament lighting.
Toue -Volume-Clarity- Distaoea

-

GOLD -TONE
RADIO CO.

e

for the owners of small sets and for those
whose homes are far from great centers of
population. The true mission of broadcasting will not be realized until its service is

22 East 125th Street, N. Y. Cloy
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED
Send Money Order -Postal Charges Prepaid

Q. T. RADIO PRODUCTS CO.
Dept.

Seventh Ave., New York
Chelsea 0885

Dlatrl paten tar
Well Known Radio Manufacturers
Standard netlestlly advertised radio mar'heeding always en hand for prompt delivery.

/n Constant Service -There is
Constant Satisfaction

RICHARDSON
SUPERHETERODYNE KIT
The Richardson "Self -evident" wiring tratem
makes It possible for a 10- year-aid child to
build a 9 -tube Superheterodyne.

EAST ORANGE,

C3

N.

J.

Make $100 Weekly -Sell RADIO

Demonstrate once-results mean aura gale.
Coast, lowest prices, attractive four tube
$39.50.
Big commission to you.
Exclusive territory to proven salesman. Territory going fast. Write
today for large illustrated book No.
100. Don't fail to give name of
your county.

Coast to
Instrument

OZARKA, INC.
809 Washington Blvd., Chicago, III.

And other Product, of Merit

_... --.

,..._......._.._..._

EAGLE RADIO

TOWERS

J. L. Lewis has been in business since 1898.
You can bank on the legitimacy of this sale.

Greater distance, Clearer tone, Reduced losses, leu
noise are the results of a gond outside aerial.
RiffWent. long -distance sets, including ships at
sea. use the best possible serial
to get results.
Segle Radio
Towers take the plate of wetly
er unsightly musts.

THE MOST SENSATIONAL

.

Tube Sale

Any T3rpe of Roof
Two screws Quickly adjust base to
At single, double slope or flat

roof.
Additional height added
by fitting standard pipe te toP.
Designed and built by experieneed
engineers.
Strong, hollow tube
eonstruction. gray finish; 10 -ineh
golden eagle at top-it's

it
sk

Operates on a 6 volt storage battery
with a plate voltage from 45 to 150
V. Current consumption is .28 amp.,
equivalent to 201A or C. 301A tubes.
Not a substitute but
a genuine licensed tube.
Every one fully guaranteed.
Highly recommended for Neutrodyne.
POSTAGE 10c. EXTRA

Quickly and Easily

Erected

Ill I

.II I

Tower.

are

shipped taoeksd
Weight only 50 lbs.
Boy as
assemble In half an hour.
BEND NO MONEY.
Just Per
expressman
$14.85
fag
am
tower, 576.00 for two, pies
transportation. If not satiated,
return to us In ten days sel
your money less transportation, will be refunded.
May we send os.. on approval together with Our plan
whereby you cam gat ONZ
TOWER FREE?
down. complete with instructions.

.

J. R. Burrell Co.
SSS

Fellers Nam. Dept
Milwaukee, Wit

I1

sip
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Plan Drive On Static
AriIO
PAIRING
EBUILDINC

SAVE ON TUBES!

Buy Direct From Manufacturera!
All Tubes Repaired
(Deeteetors

$x.25

or Amplifiers)

Guaranteed Like New
I Amp. 6
Send for

Volt Tubes Changed to
Circular on New and

14

Amp. Tubes.

Refilled Tubes.

AMERICAN RADIO TUBE WORKS
23

Central Avenue
Newark, N. J.
Big Money for Agents Everywhere

(Continued front preceding page)
available to each one of them at all times
as it is now available in our larger cities.
It has been conclusively demonstrated by
experimental work during the past year that
by the use of higher power only can static
and other kinds of interference be overcome, and that some general increase over
the 1000 watt limitation now imposed is
therefore very desirable. This is especially
true as to transmission during the summer
and day time. Many listeners have crystal
sets and many located in the agricultural
regions who are largely dependent upon
radio for their immediate contact with the
markets, weather reports and news, are not
now able to receive such signals continuously. In order that they may have a continual and dependable service an increase
of power should be allowed to the stations
upon which they are dependent with due
regard to distance and interference with
other stations.
This, however, presents entirely different
considerations from those involved in the
(Continued on page 30)

Standard
QÒQraYRADIO
Products

Over 130 standard radio parts, each bearing
the Federal iron -clad performance guarantee.
Write for Catalog.
FEDERAL TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH CO.

Buffalo, N. Y.

ISTEN
IN

"Here"

The set of unusual per-

-

E
TRE HOM E

formance with reception
ranging from coast to

.9

m Radio

$27.95

f.

KNOCK -GOWN

Sets

3

NP SAVE 6O5 ON YOUR SET

.y

Ì.

n

WIRING

BY

YOURSELF

/7,

Complete

mast.

OF SEMIASSEMHLEL 11

Tubes

FREE

ú

Genuine mahogany finished cabinet. furnished
out -

YOU

with each complete

FaSTÉRPIEN
YOU CAN USE
equally as well as storage battery tubes
because the FRESHMAN MASTERPIECE
is balanced within itself and

AMBASSADOR
NO MONEY

Does Not Require Neutralizing
or Balancing Condensers

enables you to build set equal to any factory
product. The mounting brackets, a recent improvement, bear our own name. The low -loss condenser
and coil work In perfect conjunction.
All outside

We have made the great discovery that
U. V. 199 and
other dry battery tubes give practically
the same marvelous results as are obtained with storage
battery
tubes.

metal parts gold plated.
in gold.
I

I

114+I24I,

REQUIRED

KIt

W11rIIIWWI,IUU
1

I

Drilled

7 x 10 Radlon
Mahoganite Panel, En-

graved in Gold.
Genuine
Ambassador
Master 3- Circuit Litzendraeht Tuning Coil.
Genuine Brunswick Low
Loss Condenser.

Triplold

Mounting

Premier

H e g e h o e

Socket.

2
4

R7

It
UV

.l0upsftagtv,l

2

Audio Transformers.
Brunswick Underslung
Foundation Brackets.
Brunswick Jacks with
Gold- Plated Fronts; I
for phones;
for loud

1

I1.0

I

;llf,!ll,;ü,

I

No Distortion -No Squealing

2
1

I
I

Real enjoyable radio with plenty
of volume and great distance.

Moulded

Bakelite

Dials grained to match
panel.

5
I

I

Lengths

Professional
Round Bus Bar.
Set of 7 Instrument
Finish Binding Poste
completely mounted.
Special Blue P r i n t
for this circuit.
Net
an ordinary hook -up,
but In clear pietars

form any child can
understand and make.

CHAS. FRESHMAN CO., INC., 106 Sevent)t Aye., New Terk

All packed In hand some box.
Complete Only

$27.95 C. O. D.
ACCESSORIES

needed

to

-

operate

listed here

201 -A Tested

after

building

Is

Tubes
210.35
60- Ampere Hour Storage Battery
11.25
45 -Volt Extra Large Eno "B" Batteries 6.50
pr. 3000 -ohm Head Phones and Cord
3.75
Phone Plug, Double
.90
Antenna Equipment
1.50

outfit
(Parts Also Sold Separately)

$34.25

THE RADIO SHACK

marked.
When it arrives I will pay the postman
the amount. If I am net satisfied I will return It
in 5 days, and you agree to refund my money
instantly. Mark choice in square.
(A) Complete Building %It....$27.95
(B) Operating Outfit.
$34.25
Name
Address

Not only the simplest set in
the world to operate, but so selective
that stations once logged can be brought
in night after night at the same dial
settings.
aerial number and tradenot guaranteed If number

She e k t o n
Rheostats.
Mahogany

Dept. K153
55 VESEY ST., NEW YORK, N. Y.
Pease send me the Ambassador outfit I have

of price.

a
to

dial engraved

Mail Coupon Today

A 5 -tube tuned radio frequency
set, costing only sixty dollars,

%maul
eshman Masterpiece Sets have
mark riveted on the sub -panel. The Recetver
has been removed or tampered with.

Type

Complete

that is the equal, if not the superior, to
any 5 -tube set in existence, regardless

All

30-Ohm

speaker.
Freshman Mica Grid
Condenser.
Standard Glass - En elosed Grid Leak.

Everything
3

Ever Ofrrred

2

2

1

I

The Greatest Paine

Panel and

LIST OF PARTS

State

City

A

2-TUBE

and Crystal Reflex, by Byrt

described

in

Radio World, issue of Oct.
1493 Broadway,

Send 1S cents. Radio World,
New York City.
11.

FALL BUYERS' NUMBER OF RADIO WORLD
dated September 27 seat on receipt of 19e.
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Cold Waves More Than Double
the Strength of Signals
WASHINGTON.
COLD waves affect radio transmission,
according to recent observati o n s
taken at the Bureau of Standards, on day-

light signals from the long -wave transatlantic stations at New Brunswick and
Tuckerton, N. J. The signal strength
was found to be quite uniform during
most of the year, as was to be expected
from the moderate distance of transmission, but with the coming of the cold
waves the signals rose to more than twice

RADIO

EXPERTS
EARN EIGMOIVE

1'

Thousands of big pay opportunities open to the radio
trained man. Success easily won in the fastest growing industry of all time. From land and sea comes
the urgent call for men who can construct. install,
operate, repair, maintain and sell radio equipment.

CASH

for Your Spare Time!

Take orders from your neighbors for radio sets. Get
hic fees for your servicesandadvice. Home study qualifies you
--short course, low coat. easy. terms, Money back guarantee.
Wonderful tube recelvmg_e t of latest design.
over 050 miles. Write today for FREE
copo of 'Radio Facts."
A. G. MOHAUPT, Radio Engineer

`

FREE

1

RADIO ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA

wood Ave., Dept. 91/3, Chicago

4513 Rave

their normal strength.
At the same time there were deviations
of many degrees in the apparent directions of the sending stations, as indicated
by the radio compass, even in the forenoon when long -wave compass bearings
are generally free from errors.
The end of the series of cold waves did
not at once restore transmission conditions to the uniformity of autumn and
early winter but left a condition of instability which persisted through the
comparatively mild cold of February and
early March. During this time the signals frequently fluctuated, going to high
values for a few hours and then returning
to normal without any obvious connection
with weather conditions. After March 19
these irregularities entirely ceased and
transmission again became normal.
Observations on other long -wave stations indicate that these large variations
do not occur at a distance of 50 km, that
they are large at 250 to 300 km, and are
again less at 400 to 700 km.
There is at present no definite explanation of this phenomenon. The cause is
evidently atmospheric and the connection
with the cold waves suggests that either
the part of the atmosphere concerned
with the signal variations lies much be-

low the Heaviside layer (80 or 100 km) or

that whether phenomena are correlated
with atmospheric action at much greater
heights than has been hitherto supposed.
THOUSANDS OF BARGAINS

FACTORY
Genuine
UY- 199

BY MAIL

GUARANTEED MDSE.

Radlotrsn or Cunningham Tubes
-200- 201AWD -11 -12
$3.39
C399-300-301A-C11-13
T
New

Fresh Burgess sr E
dy "B" Batteries
22% Yoh large des f I.68-45 Volt $5 OS also 83.33
Write for Free new Complete Catalog se
Sets and Parts.
STONE ELECTRIC CO.. 714 Plus St.. Bt. Loris. 1110.
Dept. W
All Mdse. F.O.B. St. Louis. Me.

FAHNESTOCK CLIPS
"Popular Wherever Radio Is Used"
Sizes in Beautiful Display Case

14

Dealers write for big money-

making proposition.

FAHNESTOCK ELECTRIC CO.
Long Island City, L. I.

Loud Speaker FREE
with Every Complete Original

NATH. BALDWIN HEADSET
Purchased at

$7.56

WALTER SCOTT & CO.

638

Highland Ave.

Newark, N.

.1.

ltaalatereu U. tl. Patent Office

SHIELDED!
The Ideal Audio for Neutrodynes

Write Today
For Descriptive
Folder of the

-

Famous Guaranteed Quality and Service
Backed by Years of Successful Manufacture and
Thousands of Satisfied Users.

Prices That Save and Satisfy
Auto Batteries
/ -von 11 Plate. $12.25

11-Volt I3

Platt,

14.29
17.00

Radio Batteries

6
8

-Vut

-Volt
6-Volt
6-Volt

ou
100
120
140

wme..
Amps.
Amps.

a

SAS
I2 -6/

14.55
I2 -Vets 7 Plata,
Ames 15.55
Special 2-Volt Storage Battery for W.D.11 and 12 tubes.
Will run 200 hours on one charge. Rechargeable. 55.00.
Special 4 -Volt Storage Battery for U.V.199 tubes. Same
features as 2 Volt. $8.00.
Shipment express C.O.D. subject to examination. 5%
Discount for cash in full with order.

2 -Yr. Guarantee Bond in Writing

With Each World Storage Battery

Every Neutrodyne Receiver requires audio
transformers which are especially built for
Build right by selecting
this circuit.
Greatest volume.
SUPERTRANS firstI
Least distortion.
to prevent
is
shielded
The Supertran
damage to the coil in mounting.

Price $6.00
At your dealers or
purchase price.

by

mall postpaid on receipt of
for our free literature.

Write
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Crystal AF Amplification
Being Tested by U. S.
PIEZOELECTRICITY is an old phenomenon which is having some remark-

able new applications.

Certain crystals
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undergo a slight expansion or contrction when an electrical voltage is applied
to them, and vice versa produce a slight
voltage when compressed or pulled. Such
crystals (quartz and rochelle salt) were
developed during the war as submarine
detectors, since when placed under water
they respond to the sound vibrations produced by the propeller of a submarine.
Any piece of quartz crystal has certain
natural frequencies of vibration, like a
tuning fork, except that the frequency is
very high. A piece of quartz crystal 1 or
2 inches long has a natural frequency of
the same order as the frequencies of currents used in radio communication.
American investigators have found that
the frequency of vibration of the piece of
quartz is extraordinary constant, and that
it is very useful as a radio standard.
The quartz crystal may be used as a
standard in numerous ways. In one
method it forms an auxiliary condenser
in a resonance circuit, and when the current in the circuit is made to have a frequency equal to that of natural vibration
of the crystal there is a definite power
absorption from t se circuit. In another
method the Quartz crystal, in association
with a small electron tube, acts as an
oscillator or generator of a current the
frequency of which is that of mechanical
vibration of the piece of crystal. As the
frequency thus produced is accompanied
by numerous harmonics, the crystal is a
standard giving several radio frequencies.
It is thus a supplement to the wave meters
which have hitherto been used as standards of radio frequency. It appears to be
a standard of greater constancy than the
best wave meters.
Studies being made by the Bureau of
Standards indicate that such a quartz

Dealers and agents writs for
P. O. Box

22 -B

DAVEN RADIO CORP.
"Resistor Specialists"

Newark, N. J.

Latest master -product of the Paramount
Radio Corporation.
Spider -web wound with silk over phosphor bronze wire, mounted on a genuine Bakelite
frame (lowest in dielectric losses) the PARAMOUNT LOOP gathers and sends direct to
the receiver every electron of current, giving,
to a surprising extent

SUPERDYNE
David Killoch Company
45

is inevitable with so fine
But an
imitation rarely satisfies.
The discriminating fan will insist
upon the original and only RESISTO- COUPLER. Price, $135
Sold everywhere.
Get from your dealer the DAVEN
"RESISTOR MANUAL," s practical handbook on Resistance
Coupled Amplification. By Zeh
Eouck. Price
ZSe

and worthy a product.

PARAMOUNT LOOP

for the

Dodge Building,

-and

The

Newark, N. J.

HEADQUARTERS

Corner Park Place

Imitation Is the
Sincerest Flattery

A Marvelous New Invention

special discounts.

H. & H. RADIO CO.

alnton-Hill Station

oscillator has many valuable applications
in radio work. Means of producing audio
as well as radio frequencies are being
worked out. The crystals can be used to
control or determine the frequency of a
transmitting station and to hold it strictly
constant. This will mean

West Broadway
New York City
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Greater Clarity!
Greater Volume!
Greater Receivability!
Greater Directional Effect!

Low Loss
Parts increase quality and distance.

If not obtainable at your nearest Radio
Shop, we will fill your order direct upon receipt of money order covering regular retail
price -$12.
"A Loop Eventually -Why not the Best ?"

You can convert your present variable condensers and variocouplers
into the low -loss type very easily
and without any expense.
How this is done is explained by Dennis
J. O'Flaherty in RADIO WORLD, issue
of July S, 1924, in an illustrated article,
"Avoiding Losses Due to Insulation."
If you want to make an entire variocoupler yourself you will find it easy by
following directions given by Byrt C.
Caldwell in his illustrated article, "A Low Less Tuning Coil," In the August 2 issue.
15e a copy. Order both today, 30e.
Or
start subscription with either number.
Radio World, 1493 Broadway, N. Y. C.
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Super -Power Test Approved

(Continued from page 27)
so-called "superpower" stations which contemplate the use of power up to 50,000 watts.
The conference has been strongly urged to

Beats Them All

AMBROSE
MARVELOUS

CRYSTAL DETECTOR
Best for Reflex and Crystal Sato

Allocation of Wavelengths
It is recommended that the Department
of Commerce set a time (November 15
tentatively suggested) after which no licenses
of the present Class C (833 kilocycles, 360
meters) will be renewed. This will make

We will bask this wender.verk leg AMBROSE
CRYSTAL DETECTOR AGAI NET ANY DETECTOR
(flsod or otherwise) NOW ON THE MARKET.
You sun have It on three days' trial temper's.' with
all others. YOUR MONEY RACK THEN IF YOU
DO NOT FIND IT THE BEST!
Every Detector Guaranteed 100% Perfect

AT YOUR DEALERS

MAILED PREPAID

now recommended that broadcasting stations be divided into three classes, as

follows:

Class
1

2
3

Distributors Wanted-For Particulars Write

AMBROSE RADIO COMPANY

VERNON AVE.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Tested sad Approved by Radio WorldMechanically and Electrically Perfect.

220

Kilocycles
550 to 1070

Meters
545 to 280

1090 to 1400
1420 to 1460

275 to 214
211 to 205

Number of
Channels
53 plus 10
32
5

The above recommended frequency limits
involve practically no change in the number
of channels available for Class 2 Stations
(old Class A), there being 32 channels as
against 31 channels heretofore.
It is recommended that all broadcasting
stations which use less than 100 watts power
be assigned frequencies in Class 3. This
(Concluded on next page)

From The
LOUD SPEAKER
R

Io

Always remember

that the Radio Shack

THE HoMe

possible a very material gain in the number
of channels available for Class 1. Frequencies between 790 and 870 kilocycles
(380 and 345 meters) are not at present
assigned. Furthermore, no frequencies above
970 kilocycles (309 meters) are now assigned
to Class B stations. In view of the contemplated further elimination of ship transmissions on 1000 kilocycles (300 meters) it
will be possible to assign Class B frequencies up to a considerably higher limit. It is

$2.00

OR

recommend the abolition of all limitation
on power, but it refuses to do so. There
has been no experience in this country and
little anywhere else in the world with broadcasting by stations of such power. In the
absence of actual knowledge of their effect
or usefulness, the conference refuses to
recommend any authorization of the general
issue of licenses for stations of this character. The conference does recommend that
experimentation should be allowed but that
this experimentation be carried on under
strict limitation, so that it be without interference with the service of any other stations or with the reception now enjoyed by
listeners. Only after such experiments have
been made will it be possible to determine
whether such broadcasting will interfere
with the existing system or whether it will
be in public interest.
The conference is unalterably opposed to
any monopoly in broadcasting.

1,
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price value. Listed
below you will find:

Unusual
Values
BRUNSWICK PHONES

The only phone with a "tone ring."
Regular, $5.00
Special, $3.75

BRANDES PHONES

Regular,

$6.00

Superior Type

Special,

$4.95

SUPERTRON TUBES
Meter Tested for Protection

WE

DEFY COMPETITION

ON

Regular,

MAIL ORDERS

Highest Quality

Allow

us to

quote on any parts or standard sets.

PHONES
Western Electric
Federal

Dictograph
Brandes

Baldwin Type C
Ambassador
N. & K.

Scientific
LOUD SPEAKERS
Paths

Spartan
Firth Adjustable
Music Master
Sonora
New Dictogrand
Magnaphone

Plugs Included

Reetigon,
Reetigon,

Stasco,
Stases,

4.50
3.95
4.95
7.85

2

5

C

RHEOSTATS

Amano (all styles)
C. Hammer, 6 Ohm

Paeent

18

SOCKETS

Fada

DeForest
Hoosiek

2.98

P aeent

Federal
General

$12.98
9.25
5.98
24.50
30.00
28.50
28.00

Send 55 In stamps for catalogue.
.79
Acme 30K Super- Heterodyne

.69
.79

Ohms
30 Ohms
6

Tillman

3.98
6.50

Falls
199

Radio

$0.79
.35
.50
.75
.40
.79
.89
.60

Workrite, 199
TRANSFORMERS-PUSH PULL
Corns Duplex
$9.90
9.50
All American
0.00
Modern
TRANSFORMERS -AUDIO
Star
$2.95
4.25
Modern
1

CHARGERS

Amp
Amp
Tungar, 2 Amp
Tunnel., 5 Amp
Ward Leonard, D.
Fada

Federal No.

$9.45

515.40
23.40
15.40
23.40
9.75

Acme

All American

Federal No. 65
Therdarson
Jefferson No. 41

AmerTran
Erla

$0.60

Federal No. 226

.95
.79
.89

3.50
3.35

4.90
3.98
3.20
4.55
3.95
3.98

TRANSFORMERS-RADIO
Acme, R -2, 3, 4
$3.50

ULTRADYNE COMPLETE,
ULTRADYNE KIT
ULTRADYNE BOOK

8

4.20

TrI Coil

1.90

3.95
3.00
3.25
.65
3.60
6.75

Erla Reflex
Rasta RT6
Rasta
Owl

UV

RR

CR

1714
1716 Super -Het

Amase. 2 In.
Amase, 3 In.
Amase. 4 In.

DIALS
$

DeForest, 3 In.
DeForest, 4 In.
Pathe, 2 in.
Pathe, 3 In.
Pathe, 4 in.
Federal, 3 In.
Federal, 4 In

0.30
.50
.79
.35
.40
.30
.40
.55

.50

Panel
x

7

All

sizes

$4.50
3.85

sizes

5.00
All Other Lines In Stock

VOLT METERS
0.50 Volts
Sterling, 0.35 Amp

$2.25
.89

Tube Parts, with Blue Prints and Connect. Wires, $85.00
$26.00
.50

Depth

12

x

7

7

x 18
x 21
x 24
x 26

5

Ohm, 120A

7

7

14

Price ea.

in.-7 in
in.-7 in.
in.-7 in
in.-7 in
in.-7 in.
in.-7 in

7

$1.80
$2.00
$2.10
$2.20
$2.30
$2.40

FADA RHEOSTATS

1.15

Heath Vernier Lo -Loss. All

Jewel,

$2.95

own desire.

VARIABLE CONDENSERS

All sizes

Special,

Remember 75%
of the cabinet
cast is staining
and varnishing
labor. S a v e
this and finish
same to your

General Instrument Lo -Lees.
Heath Lo -Lass.

$4.00

RADIO CABINETS

Our Prices Are Lower Than Any Other House in the
Country-Every Item in Stock Has the Stamp of

Power Rheostat, I21A
30 Ohm, 157A
400 Ohm Potentiometer

List
$0.75

$0.59

1.20

.89
.79

1.00
1.00

.79

PYREX INSULATORS
Quality and Service

Combined

45e

THE NEW BALDWIN TYPE "H"

A New Metal Covered Loud Speaker Unit

Price

58.00

ERLA-1-2--3 TUBES
We Carry a Large Stock of
FACTORY SEALED KITS.

TSE

fóó
Brooklyn, N. Y.

The RADIO SHACK
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Greenwich St.
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Less Radiation, .experts Request

i

(Continued from preceding page)
provision should result in great improvement in the service rendered by Class 2
(old Class A Stations) since they will be
relatively free from local interference produced by the stations of very small power
which, on the average, furnish a grade of
program which is of only local and limited
interest.
It is recommended that manufacturers
and organs of publicity make a concerted
effort to make the higher frequencies of

r

Valuable Recent Numbers
of Radio World
Complete your file if you have missed any summer numbers of Radio World while on your
vaeatton.
Do not fail to get the following
numbers:
June 14 -How to Build a Set Like King George's.
BY Chas. H. M. White.
A Super-Power 4 -Tube Reflex.
By Byrt C. Caldwell
June
Nineteen Ways to Erect an Antenna,
By P. E. Edelman.
July 12
1 -Tube Set That You Can Log,
By Herman Bernard.
July Ill-Loop,
By B. I. Bongart
July 28-A New 4 -Tube Reflex Super - Heterodyne,
By Chas. H. M. White.
1.500 Mlles on 2- Tubes,
By Herman Bernard.

28-A

2-The

Yarioeoupler, By Berna. Bernard.
a 1 -Tube Loud Speaker Set,
By N. N. Bernstein.
Crystals as Oscillators and Amplifiers,
(Part I),
By Neal Mullin.
Ars. I 8-A Low-Los Neutrodyne (Part I) Using
Radio World's Highly Efficient HomeMarta Dynoeoils,
By N. N. Bernstein.
How to Build a Unit te Laski Ta1g
Amplifier Tubes on AC,
By Brainard !bete
Crystals as Oscillators and Amandes,
(Part II, Conclusion).
By Neal Phalan.
Aug. 23
Low -Los, 1-Dial , 1-Tube

Aus.

8-Dynofex,

-A

A Selective Crystal

Setrnard

By

Set,

Liest Peter T. O'Rotnte.
Completing the law -Los Neutrodyne.
By

(Part II.)

Aug.

Detector and 3 Resistance -Coupled AP
Stages) (Part I), By N. N. Bernstein.
Has
Lew -Los Antenna and Ground.
Effect
the
By
alt
Neal Fitsalaa
Tube,
How to Make a Wavemeter,

38-

a

By Brainard Foot..

Laeault's Ultradyne (Part I).
By Byrt C. Caldweli.
Sept S- he Simplified Neutrodyne,

By J. B. Anderson.
Radio Corporation
Heterodyne.
By Walter Scott Jr.
Une and Care of a Storage Battery,
BY N. N. Bernstein.
Sept. 13-Tubeless Set Works Speaker.
By the Rey. Henry . Judge.
The Reflex Magnadyne,
By N. N. Bernstein.
Low -Loss 3 Circuit Tuner,
BY Neil Piranha.
Sept. 20- Tubeless AF Amplifier,
By the Rev. Henry S. Judge.
Making a Fixed RF Transformer,
By A. F. Lapierre.
A Handy Experimental Layout,
By H. Bernard.
Sept.27 -The Beet Set for Your Location.
Ry N. N. Bernstein,
A 1 -Tube Ne- Crystal Reflex,
By A. P Peek.
A 2 -Tube One Control Crystal Reflex,
By Byrt C. Caldwell.
How to Construct 3 Stages of ResisBy Brewster Iwo.
tance A. F.,
The 4 Most Popular Circuits,
Complete Lint of Radiecasting Stellate,
Hew to Conrtrnet a Telephone
Relay for Tubeless AF.
By A. F. Lapiner..
Ont.
4
Dandy 1 -Tube DX Set,
By Herbert E. Hayden.
The A B C of the Tube Circuit,
By N. N. Bernstein.
A Fine 9 -Tube RF Receiver,
By Byrt C. Caldwell.
Oct. 11- Recipes for Cooking Up Some Stunts
By Herman Bernard.
In Your Home,
1 -Dial DX Set Works Sneaker,
By Wainwright Astor.
A Low -Lose 2 -Tube Reflex,
By Byrt C. Caldwell.
Non- Radiating Regeneration,
By Brewster Lee.
My Favorite
Oct. 18-4 -Tube Quality Set,
By
Brainard Foote.
Receiver,
RF Ahead of the 3- Circuit Tuner,
By Herman Bernard.
1 -Tube DX Set Costs $14 Complete,
By Wainwright Astor
A Great Low -Loss Coil,
By Byrt C. Caldwell.

Super-

New

Class 2 and those of Class 3 actually available to the public through encouragement
of the design and use of receiving sets to
cover this range. It is possible by the
use of various expedients to reach these
frequencies with most of the receiving sets
irr use, and it would be highly desirable that
manufacturers so design receiving sets that
the higher frequencies will be less crowded
together on the dials.

Interference
Part of the disturbance from electrical

devices is practically inevitable and must be
regarded, like atmospheric disturbances, as
part of the inherent limitation of radio reception. In other words, the limitation upon
radio reception is not only the distance and
the power of the transmitting stations, and
the sensitiveness of the receiving set, but

also the omnipresent background of slight
electrical disturbances which drown out signals below a certain intensity. This background of electrical disturbances is the underlying reason why reception from local
stations is inherently superior to reception
from distant stations.
The ratio of signal energy to the energy
of other electrical disturbances present is
of first importance in this regard and it is
to be expected that the tendency toward
higher power stations will have considerable
effect in reducing instances of interference.
A detriment to radio reception is interference from radiating receivers. No type
of receiver necessarily radiates of itself,
but certain types may do so when improperly
constructed or operated. These are types
in which local oscillations either are produced
continuously or may occur temporarily during adjustment. Even these types will not
radiate when the oscillation is prevented
from reaching the antenna circuit by the
interposition of a one -way repeater tube, and
they will ordinarily radiate too weakly to
cause considerable interference when used
in conjunction with a coil antenna instead
of an open antenna.
It is recommeded that manufacturers and
home- builders take steps to eliminate or at
least minimize interference, particularly as
follows:
(a) Particularly for receivers to be used
in congested areas, preference should be
given, as far as permitted by conditions of

economy and convenience, to receiver types
which cannot radiate or can radiate only
weakly.
(b) Receivers which continuously oscillate
should be provided either with means for
preventing the oscillations from reaching the
antenna circuit or else with a coil antenna,
or with both.
(c) Receivers which may oscillate temporarily during adjustment should be arranged so that such oscillation can readily
(Concluded on next page)

20% OFF
SETS
SPEAKERS

KITS
PARTS

The advertised list price less
one -fifth is our price. Goods
shipped immediately, generally in original package.
No Catalogs
We carry too large a line to catalog.
Order from ads. in any radio publication,
or we will be pleased to quote you on anything you may be interested in.
Send check or money order, or pay upon
delivery. We pay transportation on all
orders of $4.00 or over.

Satisfaction Absolutely
Guaranteed
ALEXANDER RADIO CO.
640

Broadway

A ONE -TUBE
construction $25.
condensers used.
issue of July 12.

New York City

SET YOU CAN LOG, cost a1
Two honeycomb coils and twe
Full data in RADIO WORLD,
Send I5c for a copy.

BACK NUMBERS OF RADIO WORLD sent on
receipt of 15c each; any 7 for $1.00 or tart
our
subscription with any date. See index of back
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Burnt - Out Tubes Replaced
Burnt -out, Defective or Broken
Tubes of any brand or make
whatsoever will be replaced by
a brand new Royaltron Tube, at a cost of only
$2.25. Take this advertisement with your old
tubes to any ROYALTRON dealer, or send
them direct to us with $2.25.

$2.25

Special Offer on New Royaltrons

-A

Any copy
stn

any

i wih
youab.&ipton

RADIO WORLD.

espies, $1.00; or
any date.

1403 Broadway, New York City

If you have no defective tube, send us this
ad with the name of your nearest dealer,
and we will send you a new tube, any type,
for $2.40. This offer limited to 5 tubes to
one customer.
It is with the Object of Advertising the MERITS of
ROYALTRON Tubes, that we make the above unusual offer.

ROYALTRON TUBES are regularly priced at $4.00.
"A ROYALTRON USER NEVER CHANGES"
All Standard Types

Tested and Approved by
Radio World
Laboratories

ROYAL MANUFACTURING CO.

206 BROADWAY
Dept. RW
NEW YORK
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Join the A. B.
A. B. C. Editor, RADIO WORLD,
1493 Broadway, New York City.
Please enroll me as a member of
the American Broadcast Club.

Name
Address
City or Town
State

AC.

stands for the American Broad, cast Club. Join it today. It involves
no dues or payment of any kind, and no
obligations. It was founded by RADIO
WORLD simply to unite the broadcast listeners and radio fans in general in a common

FREE!

FREE!

Complete

RADIO CATALOG

JUST und your lame. Ne postage. Lot as
surprise you with our mazlne 'dues of all
the up -to -date radio apparatus.
in all COCKADAY
WE specialize
hook -ups. Our kite are made up of

the parts exactly as specified by Mr.
Cockaday. We carry in stock the Cockaday improved four -circuit tuner with resistance coupled amplifier, one, three and
five tuba kits.
Also Super - Hderodyee,

RefwL,
Inulto.

Neetredyse.

Erie. Acme Reflex and ether
Get your radio apparatus at sur wholesale
Cut -Rate Prieem.

Wholesale Radio Service Co.
9

Church

St.,

Dept.

New York Oily

R.W.,

edition
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Laait-

Leonard Schiff, 427 St. Ames Ave., Bronx. N.Y.C.
Eugene Mammi, 141 Bay 8th St., Brooklyn,
N. Y. C.
Geo. D. Dataron, Box 35, Borderland. W. Va.
William Cause, N2, Hempstead, L. I.
Robert Klebe, 1117 Garden St., Ft Wayne, Ind.
William J. Shortie, 448 New St., Lebanon, Pa.
Wylie York, 939A 9th St., Dallas, Texas.
C. C. Drake, 943 Gladstone Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Roland M. Homer, 5085 Enright Ave., St.
Louis Mo.
C. C. Jennings 250 N. Ruby St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Douglass J. toe, 5401 W. Division St., Chicago, III.
J. R. Gettitsen, 184 W. 231st St., N. Y. C.
Holton Weatherbee, 32 42nd St., Corona, L.
New York.
R. J. Norris, 90 T.aight St.. New York C:ty.
Eugene L. Miller, 812% N. Cheyenne St.,

I

Tulsa. Okla.
Howard Smith, R. R. No.

1, Falls Creek, Pa.
Robert E. Roth. 8401 S. Loomis St., Chicago, III.
Leo loons, 1119 Addison St., Cleveland. O.
Louis F. Meyer, P. 0. Box 252, Broad Brook,
Conn.
D. P. Schuchard, 260 Barnard Ave., Totten ville, S. 1.
Carl Bryan, Milano, Texas.
John H. Larson, 119 7th Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
T. H. Bridgewater, 48 Nina Ave., Toronto, Ont.
R. E. Davis, 5987 Minerva Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

Taking No Chances
On Super Power
(Concluded from preceding page)

It is further recommended that the Department of Commerce, through its own
publications and by continued cooperation
with radio magazines, newspapers and other
publishing agencies, conduct a campaign of
education, directed to the owners of receivers which can radiate, instructing them
in the nature of the interference which they
cause and in the proper methods of operation
to minimize or eliminate interference. Con-
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Beekman Street

siderable fear now exists among broadcast
listeners and owners of existing broadcasting stations that the use of appreciably
higher power in broadcasting stations over
that now permitted may adversely affect the
reception of a large number of listeners.
The benefits to be gained by the general
public from such action seem, however, to
warrant the development of such a service
in an experimental way subject to careful
observation of results and its cessation if
the benefits expected are not attained without equal detriment in other directions. By
reason of the lack of data in this field, it
seems unwise to limit this experimental work
by restrictions on the power employed, the
variation of power with seasons or hours
of the day, or the progressive use of increasing power as results seem to warrant.
It does appear essential, however, to locate
such stations at such distance from populous
centers that such centers will not be subjected to intensity of signals in excess of
that now produced by authorized stations
in their midst. From such data as are now
available, it is believed this object will be
attained if the station is so located with
respect to populous centers that the distance
between it and the boundary of such community will not be less than the quotient
obtained by dividing the product of antenna
current in amperes times effective antenna
height in meters by a constant tentatively set
at 100. Experience may make it advisable
to modify this constant but it seems sufficiently conservative to serve for the initiation of this experimental work.

be avoided by proper manipulation.

B. M. inventor of the
Ultradyne -the m o s t
selective receiver knnwn.
Write for deserlptive

641

NOW

C.

bond to promote their welfare as occasion
requires. Send your name and address to
A. B. C. Editor, RADIO WORLD, 1493 Broadway, New York City.
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INTEILSTATE SIGNAL CO.. Dept. 2

COLUMBUS, OHIO

HOW to build a simple current supply unit, by
Brainard Foote. You can light your amplifier
tubes at a cost of only a few cents t yearl
Complete construction article and diagrams, with
photo of completed unit, in Radio World, issue
of Aug. 16. Send 15 cents for a copy or start
your subscription with that number. RADIO
WORLD, 1493 Broadway, N. Y. C.
WINDING A LOOP ON A PHONOGRAPH
RECORD. by Herbert E. Hayden, Sept. 13 issue
Radin World. 15 cents.

THE TWITCHELL PRE -AMPLIFIER le a
Powerful Radio Frequency Amplifier attachable N
any make et receiving set.
It brings In many distant stations which you
fanned hear without it.
Brings In with tremendous volume these you
now hear only faintly.
Make, your sat selective. Prevents re- radiation.
Pries, templets with tube. prepaid

$25.00
Diagram of circuit, $1.00

S. A. TWITCHELL CO.
1930

Western Ave.

Minneapolis, Minn.

A REMARKABLE TWO-FOR -PRICE-OF-ONE

Subscription Offer

arrangements

-to offer

a year's subscription for

-any one of the following publications
-with one year's subscription for

for

NEW RADIO WORLD
Readers

This is the way to get two
publications

Radio World has made

-RADIO WORLDt
-RADIO NEWS or
-POPULAR RADIO or
-RADIO BROADCAST or
-WIRELESS AGE or
-RADIO DEALER or
-RADIO (San Francisco).

-for the price of one:
-Send $5.00 today for RADIO WORLD
-for one year (regular price
-for 52 numbers)
-and select any one of the other
-six publications for twelve months
-Add P.M year extra for
-Canadian or Foreign postage.
-Present RADIO WORLD subscribers
-can take advantage of this offer by
-extending subscriptions one year NOW.

-Or

order thou your newsdealer.

RADIO WORLD'S SPECIAL TWO- FOR -PRICE -OF -ONE SUBSCRIPTION BLANK

RADIO WORLD, 1493 Broadway, New York City
Raclosed find $6.00, for which send me RADIO WORLD for twelve months (52 numbers, beginning
and also without additional cost, Radio News, or Popular Radio, or Radio Broadcast, or Wireless Age, or Radio Dealer, or Radio for twelve
Pat a circle around the other publications you want. Or send fAs
months, beginning
for two yearly subscriptions.

Indicate if renewal.
Offer Good Until
Nov.

1, 1924

Name

Street Address
City and State

RADIO WORLD
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Station Has Right to Broadcast
Copyright Music, Court Holds
JUDGE KNOX, in New York

rEDERAL
City, denied

a motion by the American
Society of Composers, Authors and Pub-

lishers for an injunction restraining WGY,
N. Y., from broadcasting
copyright music. The judge held that singing or playing a song before the microphone
is not a "performance" by the station, whatever may be said of the singer's or player's
act. Judge Knox in his opinion said:
`By means of the radio art he (the broadcaster) simply makes a given performance
available to a great number of persons who,

. Schenectady,

RADIO CRYSTALS

MOUNTED, UNMOUNTED, BULK
Packed under your own label

If desired.

Dealers and Jobbers -Write us for lowest
prices on Quality Crystals.

MELODIAN CO. OF AMERICA
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI

$15 Set Gets 2,000 Miles
The Esses Radio Special. the receiving set with a
eensetenee. gets you more distant stations clearer and
sweeter than sets costing ten times Its price.
815
Set complete with cabinet, without tube or batteries.
$20 Set complete with cabinet. tube and batteries.

ESSEX RADIO SERVICE

West 125th St.
New York
Detailed information on request.

117

but for his efforts, would not hear it. So
far as practical results are concerned, the
broadcaster of the authorized performance
of a copyrighted musical selection does little
more than the mechanic who rigs an amplifier or loud speaker in a large auditorium
to the end that persons in remote sections
of the hall may hear what transpires upon
its stage or rostrum. Such broadcasting
merely gives the authorized performer a
larger audience and is not to be regarded
as a separate and distinct performance of
the copyrighted composition upon the part
of the broadcaster. When allowance is
made for the shrieks, howls and sibilant
noises attributable to static and interference,
the possessor of a radio receiving set attuned to the station of the broadcaster of
an authorized performance, hears only the
selection as it is rendered by the performer.
The performance is one and the same
whether the 'listener in' be at the elbow of
the leader of the orchestra playing the
selection, or at a distance of a thousand
miles."

used to provide for the transmitter being
worked close to the fundamental wavelength of the antenna in order that it may
radiate efficiently.
The antenna consists of a four wire flat
top supported by 137 feet above the roof
by steel masts. A lead is brought from
this directly to the transmitter on the eighth
floor of the store. Brackets are used to
keep the lead in free from the building.
The steel frame of the building is used as
a ground.
Storage batteries furnish the power
supply for the transmitter. A 900 -cell
battery, with a current capacity of 20
ampere hours, furnishes 1600 volts for the
main plate supply.

PATENT
your Ideas. Send us a sketch or sample model st
your invention. FREE advice.
Write for FREE BOOKLET

-70

MANUFACTURERS PATENT CO., INC.

Little Wonder

Gimbel Station
in N. Y. Opens

Bakelite, Engraved,

Nlekelpiated with lugs

Panels Cut, Drilled, Engraved

Dealers, Write for Terms!
CORTLANDT PANEL ENGRAVING CO.
91

Cortlandt Street

New York

City

RADIO CATALOG FREE
fully du complete hue of radio frequency re.
sift are (Lmud lade, Arma,oue U. S Paler
No. 10,3440 and Pea

Devoe

Writ. for Catalog Today

THE CROSLEY RADIO CORPORATION
POWEL CROSLEY Je- Pm;dam
Cincinnati. Ohio
I0404 Alfred Street

1000 MILES
ON A LOOP !

the
with

success Gimbel
its broadcasting
station WIP in the Philadelphia store, the
New York store will also have its own
broadcasting station, which will begin its
program on Sunday evening, October 26.
This new station which is to have the call
letters WGBS, will operate on a wavelength
of 316 meters (949 key.). The transmitter
proper is the Western Electric type 1B,
consisting of two 250 -watt oscillator tubes
and two modulator tubes of the same rating.
The oscillators are arranged in a
Meissner circuit slightly altered to provide
a separate circuit for the suppression of
harmonics. The plate and grid coils are
mounted in inductive relation to a variometer consisting of a few turns of heavy
wire by means of which the antenna circuit is tuned. Fixed series condensers are

THE FAMOUS

4

----. x- - --

Holds Bus Wire Like Clip!
Connect or Disconnect Wires

-Clarity

of Tone
and DX Qualities.

of our cus-

tell

tomers

us

that this set glees
them better satisfaction than SuperHeterodynes and other high -lowered seta.
for youuse will build this
a gennuine ACME SITWe
IET assembled and wired in
-1
beautiful mahogany cabinet
adf to operate, with loop.
OR
PAN'
YOU
WOULD
IS
WHAT
THIS
THE KITSET ALONE
This Set Retail Would Cost " 25
o Absolutely and Unqualifiedly Guarantee
Satisfaction

V

i

he

KITSET Is Guaranteed by Us and
ACME APPARATUS CO.

Days'

Trial- Refund

LABE
Broadway

If

N

-t Satisfactory

RADIO CO

New York City

Mail Orders Given Prrmpt Attention

Prepaid While They Last
Formerly Sold at 932.50

Order froid This Ad.
S. A. TWITCHELL CO.

No Circulars.
1930

Western Ave.

Minneapolis, Minn.

LARGEST RADIO STORES IN AMERICA

CHICAGO, U. S. A.

Dept. RW -8

on brand new

fully guaranteed, nationally advertised

radio

4

Many

Cunningham Regenerative one
tube long range sets
$10.50 each

RADIO

nationally
for its wonderful
Selectivity, Volume
RETUBES
FLEXED G I V E
RESULTS OF SIX.

Bankrupt Stock

We
tee
our new 68 -page
Catalogue will save you money

-tuba REFLEX

Known

-

! !

Without Disturbing Terminals!
Price 10 fer 5e. Ask your dealer.
Distributors Wanted
Mfd. by PAUL OLAM20
203 Lafayette Street
Mew Verk

509 S. State Bt.

ACME

!

SOLDERLESS LUG

Oct. 26
BECAUSE of
Brothers met

WALL STREET, NEW YORK

FOR most hookups vertical

panel is mere-

ly a bad habit. Bulky. costly, longer
wiring, lose of precious signal energy.
Plan
SOUR hookup on the level end note difference.
Use Inside back of pedestal too 'for transformers,
panel
used

fered,

mount

sockets).

in

some of our
we believe. in

Preferred

In

Hngland,
of-

best sets; never before

cabinets.

apparatus.
We buy up manufacturer's and
government surplus stocks, Jobber and dealer bankrupt
stocks, etc.
Our enormous buying power permits IN
to pay spot cash and get rock- bottom prices --even weg
below manufacturer's wets. That's why our estalegm
L crammed with thousands ef wonderful radio
bargains. That's why we

GUARANTEE

is new also in
its eornerpost design which (1) anyone
can pat together perfectly in 15 minutes; (2)
permits knockdown aldpment, saving crating and
numeric
fat coats no more than a good panel

save

Videfotyour

FREE

for Anew woods and working.

DREJ'AID
7x14

to

you money.

CONE'S RADIO HOUSING

in U. S. TWO DOLLARS for
panel or smaller; larger add 10e

Int each extra met) width or length.
Inside depth
9
trachea
Panel supported all round, practical Ir ia.rge altos. Without panel, with hints
together,
for putting
easy One finish and hookup.
In fine hardwood; let us select and money bask
it you are not delighted; or solid mahogany
50c more any sire la 8x24.
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The Radio Woodcraft Division
S245

Magnolia Avenue, Chicago

M. B. SLEEPER'S DESIGN DATA FOR RADIO
TRANSMITTERS AND RECEIVERS -Sent postpaid on receipt of 75c. The Columbia Print, 1493

Broadway,

www.americanradiohistory.com
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that some radio weeklies seem to give some
big manufacturers, who are determined to
get their high prices at all hazards, all the
better of it; and seem to freeze out the other
fellows. This does not seem right to me,
hence I enjoy this opportunity of praising
your fairness. It is not the province of a

Lauds Fair
Price in Ads

magazine, which should be an agency mindful only of the welfare of its reading public,
to constitute itself the instrumentality of
any clique. I feel safe in my supposition
that you do not allow yourself to be bought
off and allow me to add my little meed of
encouragement of your independent conduct.
I have compared prices steadily for a
year and a half, during all which time I
have been a constant reader of RADIO WORLD,
and I find that the prices of articles advertised in your magazine are indeed fair.
That has nothing to do with you primarily,
as the price is the manufacturers' or distributors' business, but you let it remain
their business, which is the salutary thing,
and do not allow yourselves to become the
tool of the huge -profit clique. As one who
has bought hundreds of dollars' worth of
goods from your advertisements on the
strength of their ads in your magazine, I
can truly attest to the fact that quality
of products has been uniformly high, thus
squelching the familiar deceitful alibi.

EDITOR, RADIO WORLD:

PLEASE accept my sincere thanks for the

help that I get from reading RADIo
not only in regard to constructional
work and the theory of radio, but from the
advertising columns as well. Indeed, to me
RADIO WORLD is one of the outstanding radio
magazines because it is not afraid to publish
advertisements whereby its readers are
enabled to buy radio equipment and apparatus of good quality at a low price. I notice
WORLD,

Radio Labels, Show Cards,
Window Displays,
Cut Outs, Boxes
Cartons provide the most economical
container for radio supplies. Light,
strong, insure shipping safety.
For full information, suggestions,
etc., state your requirements, write

ture.
6When

in doubt, consult me.
Maj. General John F. O'Ryan, Transit
Commissioner, who was in controversy
with Mayor Hylan (both Democrats)
over traction policies, submitted his proposed speech for a 30- minute broadcast.
which he demanded as his right, as the
Mayor used up 30 minutes voicing his
own views and attacking O'Ryan.

Your Crystal Set
will work 400 to 1,000 miles if made by my
plans. No tubes or batteries. Copyrighted plans
Satisfied customers everywhere. Particus I.00.

lars free.

LEON LAMBERT

16

Wichita, Kansas

562 Kaufman Building

40 Ft.
HERCULES

Aerial Mast, $25

We pay the freight
mast, $10, or 60 -ft. mast, $45.
Ideal for receiving or sending. The
answer for greater range and better
results.
Write for latest literature
S. W. Hull & Co., Dept. E -1
20 -ft.

JAMES ENGLANDER,
West 8th Et., N. Y. C.

2048 E. 79th Street

WNYC Has a Code

Folding Box Manufacturers
National Association
19

October 25, 1924
uninteresting or of an advertising na-

broadcasting station, New York City, 526 meters,
operates under the following code, promulgated by Commissioner Wm. Wirt Mills,
in charge of the station, and forwarded
as instructions to Chrystie R. Bohnsack,
WNYC, the municipal

West 44th Street, New York City

See us at Booth No. 140, Mezzanine
Floor, Third Annual National Radio
Exposition, November 3rd to 8th.

Save

of New Tube

1

The Super - Heterodyne,
Inverse Duplex, Radio Frequency and Regenerative receiving- sets, and Eight
Types of Super - Heterodynes, newest approved designs.

2
3.

4

Two volumes by the noted radio authority,
M. B. Sleeper. 50 cents each, or both mailed
postpaid on receipt of one dollar. A very
valuable addition to your technical library.
The Columbia Print, Room 326, 1493 Broadway, New York City.

s

1/2 Cost

Guaranteed Vacuum Tube
Repairs at Popular Prices
We try to maintain 24hour service.
All repairs guaranteed.
Tubes satisfactory or
money refunded.
Special discounts to
dealers.
Send broken and burned out tubes parcel post.
Repaired tubes returned
parcel post, C.O.D.
HARVARD RADIO
LABORATORIES

director:

Title and scope of the proposed
address are to be submitted before scheduling the feature on the program.
Date and hour are to be fixed by
s the Wednesday of the week preceding the proposed address.
All addresses are to be read from
typewritten copy and only in exceptional cases are addresses to be permitted to exceed twelve minutes in
length.
This typewritten copy is to be
submitted to you at least three
days prior to the time set for the address.
While no strict censorship is desired, the typewritten copy is to
be read in advance to prevent the
broadcasting of anything objectionable,

Cleveland, Ohio

200 Old Colony Avenue
SO. BOSTON, MAI.

ANY "DYNE" YOU WANT
The Dynoflex, one stage of tuned RF, rystal
detector and one stage of reflexed AF, Aug. 9
issue.
The Magnadyne, a Low -Loss Neutrodyne. Issues of Aug. 16 and 23.
A Low-Loss Superdyne, S tubes, including 3
stages of resistance -coupled AF. Issues of Aug.
23

and

30.

RADIO WORLD'S QUICK -ACTION CLASSIFIED ADS.
10

CENTS A WORD.

10

WORDS MINIMUM. TELEPHONE YOUR CLASSIFIED IF IN

A

HURRY.

LOW -LOSS INDUCTANCE FORMS.- Linen
impregnated Bakelite. Lowest dielectric losses
and highest insulataion qualities. Diameter 4g
inches. Accommodates windings for all popular
circuits from crystal sets to superheterodynes.
Results in vastly improved selectivity, sensitiveness and tone quality, due to the extremely low
loss value and restricted magnetic field of this
form of inductance. Price 50e. each. The Kehler
Radio Laboratories, Abilene, Kansas.

SUPER -HETERODYNE 8 TUBES. Built to
Experimenters Information Service parts and blue
prints and shielded where necessary. This is a
real set; only best parts used and contributed by
expert. This set includes loop and 8 (201A) bulbs,
each matched up as necessary for best results
in a super. The range of this set is limited
only by weather conditions. A bargain at $200.00.
J. Randolph Whitehead, Albany, .Ga.

THE WORLD'S LARGEST DOG KENNELS
offer for sale Oorang Airedale watch dogs, automobile dogs, farm dogs, children's companions,
hunters and retrievers. Also big game hounds,
000nhounds, foxhounds, rabbithounda and thoroughbred puppy stock. Satisfaction and safe
delivery guaranteed to any point in the United
States.
Large illustrated, descriptive catalog
mailed free. OORANG KENNELS, Box 139, La
Rue, Ohio.

LOWEST PRICES EVER QUOTED on complete sets of the world- famoues Haynes 7 -tube
Super- Heterodyne parts with cabinet (no kits)
$62.50- saving you $18.50. Price less cabinet $56.00.
Genuine new Radiotron tubes $3.45 each. Lowest
prices on all standard parts, supplies and radio
sets. Our slogan "You- name -it, we- can -supply -it."
Terms, one -half cash, balance C. O. D. or 2 per
cent off above prices for cash in full. Kryder's
Radio Service, Box 115, Ligonier, Ind.

NAVY CN 113 -A TUNER. C. W. Receiver for
your ham station. Brings in DX short and long
wave. If interested in buying good tuner for $20,
write Owens, 65 Lord Avenue, Bayonne, N. J.

BE A DETECTIVE -Earn big money; easy
work; we show you all; free particulars. Write
National Headquarters, 188 East 79th Street, New

-

LATEST OFFICIAL LIST OF BROADCASTING STATIONS appeared in RADIO WORLD,
dated Oct. 18. 15e. per copy. RADIO WORLD,
1493 Broadway, N. Y. C.

York.

EARN sill TO $250 monthly, xpenses paid,
Railway Traffic Inspector.
osition guars
after completion of 3 months' home shady
or money refunded.
Excellent opport
Write for Free Booklet G -161. Standard B
Training Inst.. Buffalo, N. Y.

TEAR OFF AND MA IL TODAY

8 Weeks' Trial Subscription, $1.00

KEEP ABREAST OF THE LA
RADIO DEVELOPMENTS

RADIO WORLD

1493

BROADWAY

NEW YORK

